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THE VALUATIVE TREE
IS THE PROJECTIVE LIMIT OF EGGERS-WALL TREES
EVELIA R. GARCI´A BARROSO, PEDRO D. GONZA´LEZ PE´REZ, AND PATRICK POPESCU-PAMPU
Abstract. Consider a germ C of reduced curve on a smooth germ S of complex analytic
surface. Assume that C contains a smooth branch L. Using the Newton-Puiseux series of C
relative to any coordinate system px, yq on S such that L is the y-axis, one may define the
Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq of C relative to L. Its ends are labeled by the branches of C and it
is endowed with three natural functions measuring the characteristic exponents of the previous
Newton-Puiseux series, their denominators and contact orders. The main objective of this
paper is to embed canonically ΘLpCq into Favre and Jonsson’s valuative tree PpVq of real-valued
semivaluations of S up to scalar multiplication, and to show that this embedding identifies the
three natural functions on ΘLpCq as pullbacks of other naturally defined functions on PpVq. As
a consequence, we prove an inversion theorem generalizing the well-known Abhyankar-Zariski
inversion theorem concerning one branch: if L1 is a second smooth branch of C, then the
valuative embeddings of the Eggers-Wall trees ΘL1 pCq and ΘLpCq identify them canonically,
their associated triples of functions being easily expressible in terms of each other. We prove
also that the space PpVq is the projective limit of Eggers-Wall trees over all choices of curves C.
As a supplementary result, we explain how to pass from ΘLpCq to an associated splice diagram.
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1. Introduction
In their seminal 2004 book “The valuative tree” [8], Favre and Jonsson studied the space of
real-valued semivaluations V on a germ S of smooth complex analytic surface. They proved
that the projectivization PpVq of V is a compact real tree, called the valuative tree of the surface
singularity S. They gave several viewpoints on PpVq: as a partially ordered set of normalized
semivaluations, as a space of irreducible Weierstrass polynomials and as a universal dual graph
of modifications of S.
The main objective of this paper is to present PpVq as a “universal Eggers-Wall tree”, relative
to any smooth reference branch (that is, germ of irreducible curve) L on S. Namely, we show
that PpVq is the projective limit of the Eggers-Wall trees ΘLpCq of the reduced germs of curves
C on S which contain L.
Given such a germ C, let px, yq be a coordinate system verifying that L is the y-axis. The tree
ΘLpCq is rooted at an end labeled by L and its other ends are labeled by the remaining branches
of C. Consider the Newton-Puiseux series pηipxqqi of these branches of C. The tree ΘLpCq has
marked points corresponding to the characteristic exponents of the series ηipxq and it is endowed
with three natural functions: the exponent eL, the index iL and the contact complexity cL (see
Definitions 3.8 and 3.24). These functions determine the equisingularity class of the germ C
with chosen branch L, that is, the oriented topological type of the triple pS,C,Lq. In order to
emphasize this property, we explain how to get from ΘLpCq the minimal splice diagram of C in
the sense of Eisenbud and Neumann (see Section 5).
The branch L may be seen as an observer, defining a coordinate system peL, iL, cLq on ΘLpCq.
Analogously, an observer in the valuative tree PpVq is either the special point of S, or a smooth
branch L, identified with a suitable semivaluation on it. Each observer R determines three
functions on the valuative tree, the log-discrepancy lR, the self-interaction sR and themultiplicity
mR relative to R (see Definitions 7.4 and 7.10). If one identifies the valuative tree PpVq with the
subspace of V consisting of those semivaluations which take the value 1 on the ideal defining the
observer R, then the functions plR,mR, sRq appear as restrictions of functions defined globally
on the space of semivaluations.
We describe an embedding of the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq inside the valuative tree PpVq. This
embedding transforms the exponent plus one eL ` 1 into the log-discrepancy lL, the index iL
into the multiplicity mL and the contact complexity cL into the self-interaction sL (see Theorem
8.19). Our embedding is defined explicitly in terms of Newton-Puiseux series, and is similar to
Berkovich’s construction of seminorms on the polynomial ring KrXs extending a given complete
non-Archimedean absolute value on a field K, done by maximizing over closed balls of K (see
Remark 8.5). Theorem 8.19 generalizes a result of Favre and Jonsson, for a generic Eggers-Wall
tree relative to the special point (see [8, Prop. D1, page 223]).
If the germ of curve C is contained in another reduced germ C 1, then we get a retraction
from ΘLpC
1q to ΘLpCq. These retractions provide an inverse system of continuous maps and
we prove, as announced above, that their projective limit is homeomorphic to the valuative tree
PpVq (see Theorem 8.24). This is the result alluded to in the title of the paper.
We study in which way the triple of functions plR, sR,mRq changes when the observer R
is replaced by another one R1. We provide explicit formulas for this change of variables in
Propositions 9.1, 9.6 and 9.7. As an application, we prove an inversion theorem which shows how
to pass from the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq relative to a smooth branch L of C to the tree ΘL1pCq
relative to another smooth branch L1 of C. Our theorem means that the geometric realization
of the Eggers-Wall tree, with the ends labeled by the branches of C, remains unchanged and
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that one only has to replace the triple of functions peL, cL, iLq by peL1 , cL1 , iL1q (see Theorem
4.5). If L and L1 are transversal, our result is a geometrization and generalization to the case of
several branches of the classical inversion theorem of Abhyankar and Zariski (see [1], [35]). In
fact, Halphen [16] and Stolz [32] already knew it in the years 1870, as explained in [13]. This
inversion theorem expresses the characteristic exponents with respect to a coordinate system
py, xq in terms of those with respect to px, yq. Our approach, passing by the embeddings of
the Eggers-Wall trees in the space of valuations, provides a conceptual understanding of these
results.
Let us describe briefly the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we state the basic definitions
and notions about finite trees and real trees used in the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we intro-
duce the definitions of the Eggers-Wall tree and of the exponent, index and contact complexity
functions. In Section 4 we give the statement of our inversion theorem for Eggers-Wall trees
and we prove it using results of later sections. In Section 5 we recall basic facts about splice
diagrams of links in oriented integral homology spheres of dimension 3 and we explain how to
transform the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq into the minimal splice diagram of the link of C inside the
3-sphere. The spaces of valuations and semivaluations which play a relevant role in the paper are
introduced in Section 6. The multiplicity, the log-discrepancy and the self-interaction functions
on the valuative tree are introduced in Section 7. In Section 8, we prove the embedding theorem
of the Eggers-Wall tree in the valuative tree and we deduce from it that the valuative tree is
the projective limit of Eggers-Wall trees. Finally, in Section 9 we describe how the coordinate
functions on the valuative tree vary when we change the observer.
Acknowledgements. This research was partially supported by the French grant ANR-12-
JS01-0002- 125 01 SUSI and Labex CEMPI (ANR-11-LABX-0007-01), and also by the Spanish
grants MTM2016-80659-P, MTM2016-76868-C2-1-P and SEV-2015-0554.
2. Finite trees and R-trees
In this section we introduce the basic vocabulary about finite trees used in the rest of the
text. Then we define R-trees, which are more general than finite trees. Our main sources are
[8], [18] and [24], even if we do not follow exactly their terminology. We define attaching maps
from ambient R-trees to subtrees (see Definition 2.11) and we recall a criterion which allows to
see a given compact R-tree as the projective limit of convenient families of finite subtrees, when
they are connected by the associated attaching maps (see Theorem 2.14). This criterion will be
crucial in order to prove in Section 8 the theorem stated in the title of the paper.
Intuitively, the finite trees are the connected finite graphs without circuits. As is the case also
for graphs, the intuitive idea of tree gets incarnated in several categories: there are combinatorial,
(piecewise) affine and topological trees, with or without a root. Combinatorial trees are special
types of abstract simplicial complexes:
Definition 2.1. A finite combinatorial tree T is formed by a finite set V pT q of vertices
and a set EpT q of subsets with two elements of V pT q, called edges, such that for any pair of
vertices, there exists a unique chain of pairwise distinct edges joining them. The valency vpP q
of a vertex P is the number of edges containing it. A vertex P is called a ramification point
of T if vpP q ě 3 and an end vertex (or simply an end) if vpP q “ 1.
As a particular case of the general construction performed on any finite abstract simplicial
complex, each finite combinatorial tree has a unique geometric realization up to a unique home-
omorphism extending the identity on the set of vertices and affine on the edges, which will be
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called a finite affine tree. If we consider an affine tree only up to homeomorphisms, we get
the notion of finite topological tree:
Definition 2.2. A topological space homeomorphic to a finite affine tree is called a finite
topological tree or, simply, a finite tree. The interior of a finite tree is the set of its points
which are not ends. A finite subtree of a given tree is a topological subspace homeomorphic
to a finite tree.
The simplest finite trees are reduced to points. Any finite tree is compact. Only the ram-
ification points and the end vertices are determined by the underlying topology. One has to
mark as special points the vertices of valency 2 if one wants to remember them. Therefore, we
will speak in this case about marked finite trees, in order to indicate that one gives also the
set of vertices, which contains, possibly in a strict way, the set of ramification points and of
ends. By definition, a subtree T 1 of a marked finite tree T is a finite subtree of the underlying
topological space of T such that its ends are marked points of T , and its marked points are the
marked points of T belonging to T 1.
A (compact) segment in a finite tree is a connected subset which is homeomorphic to a
(compact) real interval. Each pair of points P,Q P T is the set of ends of exactly one compact
segment, denoted rP,Qs “ rQ,P s. We speak also about the half-compact and the open
segments pP,Qs, rP,Qq, pP,Qq.
We will often deal with sets equipped with a partial order, which are usually called posets.
The next definition explains how the choice of a root for a tree endows it with a structure of
poset:
Definition 2.3. A finite rooted tree is a finite (affine or topological) tree with a marked
vertex, called the root. In such a tree T , the ends which are different from the root are called
the leaves of T . If the root is also an end, we say that T is end-rooted. Each rooted tree with
root R may be canonically endowed with a partial order ĺR in the following way:
P ĺR Q ô rR,P s Ď rR,Qs.
Each finite marked rooted tree may be seen as a genealogical tree, the individuals with a
common ancestor corresponding to the vertices, the elementary filiations to the edges and the
common ancestor to the root:
Definition 2.4. Let T be a marked finite rooted tree, with root R. For each vertex P of T
different from R, its parent PpP q is the greatest vertex of T on the segment rRP q. If we define
PpRq “ R, we get the parent map P : V pT q Ñ V pT q.
One may generalize the notion of finite rooted tree by keeping some of the properties of the
associated partial order relation:
Definition 2.5. A rooted R-tree is a poset pT ,ĺq such that:
(1) There exists a unique smallest element R P T (called the root).
(2) For any P P T , the set tQ P T | Q ĺ P u is isomorphic as a poset to a compact interval
of R (reduced to a point when P “ R).
(3) Any totally ordered convex subset of T is isomorphic to an interval of R (a subset K of
a poset pP,ĺq is called convex if c P K whenever a ĺ c ĺ b and a, b P K).
(4) Every non-empty subset K of T has an infimum, denoted ^PPKP .
The rooted R-tree T is complete if any increasing sequence has an upper bound.
Every finite rooted tree T is a complete rooted R-tree, if one works with the partial order ĺR
defined by its root R.
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Remark 2.6. We took Definition 2.5 from Novacoski’s paper [24], where this notion is called
instead rooted non-metric R-tree. In fact, Novacoski proved that under the hypothesis that
conditions (1) and (2) are both satisfied, the fourth one is equivalent to the condition that any
two elements have an infimum (see [24, Lemma 3.4]). He emphasized the fact that condition
(4) is not implied by the previous ones, because of a possible phenomenon of double point. Glue
for instance by the identity map along r0, 1q two copies of the segment r0, 1s, endowed with
the usual order relation on real numbers. One gets then a poset satisfying conditions (1)–(3)
but not condition (4). Indeed, the two images of the number 1 do not have an infimum. This
subtlety was missed in the book [8], in which the previous notion was defined (under the name
rooted nonmetric tree) only by the conditions (1)–(3) (see [8, Definition 3.1]). Property (4) was
nevertheless heavily used in the proofs of [8]. Happily, this does not invalidate some results
of the book, because Novacoski showed that the valuative trees studied by Favre and Jonsson
satisfy also the fourth condition (see [24, Theorem 1.1]).
R
P
Q
P ^Q
Figure 1. The infimum of two elements in a rooted tree
Let T be a rooted R-tree. If P,Q are any two points on it and if P ^Q is their infimum (see
Figure 1), denote by rP,Qs the compact segment joining them, defined by:
rP,Qs :“ tA P T | P ^Q ĺ A ĺ P or P ^Q ĺ A ĺ Qu.
Obviously, rP,Qs is equal to rQ,P s. One defines then rP,Qq :“ rP,Qs z tQu, etc.
In the same way as one speaks about affine spaces, which are vector spaces with forgotten
origin, we will need the notion of rooted tree with forgotten root:
Definition 2.7. An R-tree is a rooted R-tree with forgotten root. That is, it is an equivalence
class of structures of rooted R-tree on a fixed set, defining the same compact segments. If T is
an R-tree and P P T is an arbitrary point of it, a direction at P is an equivalence class of the
following equivalence relation „P on T ztP u:
Q1 „P Q2 ðñ pP,Q1s X pP,Q2s ‰ H.
The weak topology of the R-tree T is the minimal one such that all the directions at all points
are open subsets of T .
If P P T , we define the partial order ĺP , as in Definition 2.3. This definition recovers the
rooted R-tree structure on the set T with root at P .
The number of directions at a point in a finite tree is equal to its valency. The notion of
direction allows to extend to R-trees T the notion of ramification point. Namely, a point P P T
is a ramification point if there are at least three directions at P .
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Remark 2.8.
(1) Definition 2.7 is a reformulation of [8, Definition 3.5]. One may define also a notion of
complete R-tree as the equivalence class of a complete rooted R-tree. This last notion
may be defined differently, emphasizing the set of its compact segments (see Jonsson’s
[18, Definition 2.2]).
(2) In [8, Section 3.1.2] the term tangent vector is used instead of direction. We prefer this
last term in order to emphasize the analogy with the usual euclidean space, in which
two points Q1 and Q2 are said to be in the same direction as seen from an observer P if
and only if the segments pP,Q1s and pP,Q2s are not disjoint.
(3) Endowed with the weak topology, each R-tree T is Hausdorff (see [8, Lemma 7.2]). In
that reference a few other tree topologies are defined and studied, but each time starting
from supplementary structures on the R-tree, for instance metrics. We will not need
them in this paper.
Let us illustrate the previous vocabulary by an example:
Example 2.9. Consider the set T :“ Rˆ r0,8q, endowed with the following partial order:
px1, y1q ĺ px2, y2q ðñ
"
either x1 “ 0 and y1 ď y2,
or y1 “ y2, |x1| ď |x2| and x1 ¨ x2 ě 0.
Its structure is suggested in Figure 2. This partial order endows T with a structure of rooted
R-tree. Its root is the point p0, 0q. Notice that the segment rpx1, y1q, p0, 0qs of T is the union of
the segments rpx1, y1q, p0, y1qs and rp0, y1qs, p0, 0qs. The set of ramification points is the vertical
half-axis t0u ˆ r0,8q. At each point of it there are 4 directions (up, down, right and left), with
the exception of p0, 0q, at which there are only 3 of them (no down one).
Figure 2. An example of R-tree
Lemma 2.10. Let T be an R-tree and let T 1 be a closed subtree of T , for the weak topology.
For any P P T , there exists a unique point Q P T 1 such that rQ,P s X T 1 “ tQu.
This lemma, whose proof is left to the reader, says simply that if we take a point in a tree,
then there is a unique minimal segment joining it to a given closed subtree. Note that Q “ P
if and only if P P T 1.
Definition 2.11. We call the point Q characterized in Lemma 2.10 the attaching point of
P on T 1 and we denote it πT 1pP q. The map πT 1 : T Ñ T is the attaching map of the closed
subtree T 1.
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Notice that the attaching map πT 1 : T Ñ T is a retraction onto T
1. Indeed:
πT 1 ˝ πT 1 “ πT 1 and impπT 1q “ T
1.
Sometimes we consider surjective attaching maps, by replacing the target T by impπT 1q. The
name we chose for πT 1 is motivated by the fact that we think of πT 1pP q as the point where the
smallest segment of T (for the inclusion relation) joining P to T 1 is attached to T 1. In the Figure
3 is represented a tree T and, with heavier lines, a closed subtree T 1. We have also represented
two points A,B P T and their attaching points πT 1pAq, πT 1pBq on T
1.
A B
πT 1pAq
πT 1pBq
Figure 3. Attaching points on a subtree
One has the following property:
Lemma 2.12. Let T be an R-tree. Then for any A,B,C P T one has:
πrA,BspCq “ πrB,CspAq “ πrA,CspBq.
This point may also be characterized as the intersection of the segments joining pairwise the
points A,B,C. If T is rooted at A, then the previous point is equal to B ^ C.
Proof. The constructions which allow to define the objects involved in this lemma can be done
inside the finite tree which is the union of the segments rA,Bs, rB,Cs, and rC,As. Generically,
when no one of the three points lies on the segment formed by the other two, this tree has the
shape of a star with three legs. Otherwise it is a segment. In any of these cases the assertion is
clear. 
Let us introduce a standard name for the trees determined by three points:
Definition 2.13. If A,B,C are three points of an R-tree, then the union of the segments
rA,Bs, rB,Cs, rC,As is the tripod generated by them. Its center xA,B,Cy is the point char-
acterized in Lemma 2.12.
Notice that finite trees are compact for the weak topology. One has the following character-
ization of the R-trees which are also compact when endowed with the weak topology (see [18,
Section 2.1]):
Theorem 2.14. Let T be an R-tree. Let pTjqjPJ be a (possibly infinite) collection of finite
subtrees of it. We assume that they form a projective system for the inclusion partial order,
that is, for any j, k P J , there exists l P J such that Tj Ă Tl Ą Tk. When Tj Ă Tl, denote by
πlj : Tl Ñ Tj the corresponding attaching map. Then:
(1) the maps πlj form a projective system of continuous maps;
(2) their projective limit lim
ÐÝ
Tj is compact;
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(3) the attaching maps πj : T Ñ Tj glue into a continuous map π : T Ñ lim
ÐÝ
Tj ;
(4) if for any two distinct points A,B P T , there exists a tree Tj such that πjpAq ‰ πjpBq,
then the map π is a homeomorphism onto its image.
(5) T is compact if and only if π is a homeomorphism onto lim
ÐÝ
Tj.
This theorem shows also that compact R-trees may be studied using sufficiently many (in the
sense of condition (4)) of their finite subtrees.
We will use Theorem 2.14 in order to prove Theorem 8.24, stated briefly in the title of this
paper.
3. Curve singularities and their Eggers-Wall trees
In this section we explain the basic notations and conventions used throughout the paper
about reduced germs C of curves on smooth surfaces. Then we define the Eggers-Wall tree of
such a germ relative to a smooth branch contained in it (see Definition 3.8), as well as three
natural real-valued functions defined on it, the exponent, the index and the contact complexity.
We recall how this last function may be expressed in terms of the intersection numbers of the
branches of C (see Theorem 3.25). Remark 3.14 contains historical comments about the notion
of Eggers-Wall tree.
All over the text, S denotes a smooth germ of complex algebraic or analytic surface and O
its special point. We denote by O the formal local ring of S at O (the completion of the ring of
germs at O of holomorphic functions on S), by F its field of fractions, and by M its maximal
ideal.
A branch on S is a germ at O of formal irreducible curve drawn on S. A divisor on S is an
element of the free abelian group generated by the branches on S. A divisor is called effective
if it belongs to the free abelian monoid generated by the branches.
If f P Fzt0u, we denote by Zpfq its divisor. This divisor is effective if and only if f P O.
If D is an effective divisor through O, we denote by Op´Dq the ideal of O consisting of those
functions which vanish along it. As S is smooth, this ideal is principal. Any generator of it is a
defining function of D. The ring OD :“ O{Op´Dq is the local ring of D.
A model of S is a proper birational morphism ψ : pΣ, Eq Ñ pS,Oq, where Σ is a smooth
surface and the restriction ψ|Σ zE : ΣzE Ñ SztOu is an isomorphism. The preimage E “ ψ
´1pOq,
seen as a reduced divisor on Σ, is the exceptional curve of the model Σ (or of the morphism ψ).
A point of E is called an infinitely near point of O. By a theorem of Zariski, ψ is a composition
of blowing ups of points, thus the irreducible components pEjqjPJ of the exceptional curve E
are projective lines (see [29, Vol.1, Ch. IV.3.4, Thm.5]).
A local coordinate system on S is a pair px, yq P O establishing an isomorphism of C-
algebras, O » Crrx, yss, where Crrx, yss denotes the C-algebra of formal power series in the
variables x and y.
The C-algebra Crrtss of formal power series in a variable t is endowed with the order valu-
ation νt which associates to every series the lowest exponent of its terms. This ring allows to
parametrize the branches on S:
Definition 3.1. Let C be a branch on S. A parametrization of C is a germ of formal map
pC, 0q Ñ pS,Oq whose image is C, that is, algebraically speaking, a morphism O Ñ Crrtss of
C-algebras whose kernel is the principal ideal Op´Cq. The parametrization is called normal if
this map is a normalization of C, that is, if it is of degree one onto its image or, algebraically
speaking, if the associated map OD Ñ Crrtss induces an isomorphism at the level of fields of
fractions.
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Example 3.2. Assume that one works with local coordinates px, yq. Then the branch C “
Zpy2 ´ x3q may be parametrized by px “ t2, y “ t3q and also by px “ t4, y “ t6q. Only the first
parametrization is normal.
Let C be a reduced germ of complex analytic curve at O, possibly having several branches
pCiqiPI , which are by definition the irreducible components of C. We think also about C as an
effective divisor, which allows us to write C “
ř
iPI Ci. We write C Ď D if D is another reduced
germ containing C. In such a case, D´C, thought as a difference of divisors, denotes the union
of the branches of D which are not branches of C. We denote by mOpCq the multiplicity of
C at O. If C is defined by f P O, and if a local coordinate system px, yq is fixed, allowing to
express f as a formal series in px, yq, then the multiplicity mOpCq is equal to the least total
degree of the monomials appearing in this series. One has mOpCq “
ř
iPI mOpCiq.
If D1 and D2 are two effective divisors through O, we denote by pD1 ¨D2q their intersection
number at O (also called intersection multiplicity). By definition, it is equal to 8 if and only
if the supports of D1 and D2 have a common branch. If Dk “ Zpfkq, for k “ 1, 2 then we have
that pD1 ¨D2q “ dimC O{pf1, f2q. If one of the two divisors Dk is a branch, for instance D1, then
the intersection multiplicity may be computed as the order νt1pf2 ˝φ1q in t1 of the series f2 ˝φ1,
where φ1 : pCt1 , 0q Ñ pS,Oq is a normal parametrization of D1 (see [3, Proposition II.9.1])).
Example 3.3. Assume that D1 “ Zpy
2 ´ x3q and D2 “ Zpy
2 ´ 2x3q. Both are branches and
px “ t21, y “ t
3
1q is a normal parametrization of D1. Therefore:
pD1 ¨D2q “ νt1ppt
3
1q
2 ´ 2pt21q
3q “ νt1p´t
6
1q “ 6.
Note that a pair px, yq P O2 defines a local coordinate system on S if and only if the germs
Zpxq and Zpyq are transversal smooth branches, that is, if and only if pZpxq ¨ Zpyqq “ 1.
One can study a reduced germ C, also called a plane curve singularity, by using Newton-
Puiseux series:
Definition 3.4. A Newton-Puiseux series η in the variable x is a power series of the form
ψpx1{nq, where ψptq P Crrtss and n P N˚. For a fixed n P N˚, they form the ring Crrx1{nss. Its
field of fractions is denoted Cppx1{nqq. If η P Crrx1{nss z t0u, then its support is the set Spηq of
exponents of η with non-zero coefficient.
Denote by:
Crrx1{Nss :“
ď
nPN˚
Crrx1{nss
the local C-algebra of Newton-Puiseux series in the variable x. The algebra Crrx1{Nss is endowed
with the natural order valuation:
νx : Crrx
1{Nss ÝÑ Q` Y t8u
which associates to each series η “ ψpx1{nq P Crrx1{nss the minimum of its support.
Assume that a coordinate system px, yq is fixed. Let A be a branch on S different from L “
Zpxq. Relative to the coordinate system px, yq, it may be defined by a Weierstrass polynomial
fA P Crrxssrys, which is monic, irreducible and of degree dA “ pL¨Aq. For simplicity, we mention
only the dependency on A, not on the coordinate system px, yq.
By the Newton-Puiseux theorem, fA has dA roots inside Crrx
1{dAss. We denote by ZerpfAq
the set of these roots, which are called the Newton-Puiseux roots of A with respect to the
coordinate system px, yq. These roots can be obtained from a fixed one η “ ψpx1{dAq by replacing
x1{dA by γ ¨ x1{dA , for γ running through the dA-th roots of 1.
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Therefore, all the Newton-Puiseux roots of the branch A have the same exponents. Some of
those exponents may be distinguished by looking at the differences of roots:
Definition 3.5. The characteristic exponents of the branch A relative to L are the
x-orders νxpη ´ η
1q of the differences between distinct Newton-Puiseux roots η, η1 of A in the
coordinate system px, yq.
The fact that we mention only the dependency on L and not on the full coordinate system
px, yq is explained by Proposition 3.9 below. The characteristic exponents may be read from
a given Newton-Puiseux root η P Crrx1{dAss of fA by looking at the increasing sequence of
exponents appearing in η and by keeping those which cannot be written as a quotient of integers
with the same smallest common denominator as the previous ones. In this sequence, one starts
from the first exponent which is not an integer.
One may find information about the history of the notion of characteristic exponent in [12,
Section 2].
We keep assuming that A is a branch. The Eggers-Wall segment of A relative to L is a
geometrical way of encoding the set of characteristic exponents, as well as the sequence of their
successive common denominators:
Definition 3.6. The Eggers-Wall segment ΘLpAq of the branch A relative to L is a compact
oriented segment endowed with the following supplementary structures:
‚ an increasing homeomorphism eL,A : ΘLpAq Ñ r0,8s, the exponent function;
‚ marked points, which are by definition the points whose values by the exponent function
are the characteristic exponents of A relative to L, as well as the smallest end of ΘLpAq,
labeled by L, and the greatest end, labeled by A.
‚ an index function iL,A : ΘLpAq Ñ N, which associates to each point P P ΘLpAq the
index of pZ,`q in the subgroup of pQ,`q generated by 1 and the characteristic exponents
of A which are strictly smaller than eL,ApP q.
The index iL,ApP q may be also seen as the smallest common denominator of the exponents
of a Newton-Puiseux root of fA which are strictly less than eL,ApP q.
Let us consider now the case of a reduced curve with several branches. In this case, one may
associate it an analog of the Eggers-Wall segment of one branch, its Eggers-Wall tree. In order
to construct this tree, one needs to know not only the characteristic exponents of its branches,
but also the orders of coincidence of its pairs of branches:
Definition 3.7. If A and B are two distinct branches, which are also distinct from L, then their
order of coincidence relative to L is defined by:
kLpA,Bq :“ maxtνxpηA ´ ηBq | ηA P ZerpfAq, ηB P ZerpfBqu P Q
˚
`.
Informally speaking, the order of coincidence is the greatest rational number k for which one
may find Newton-Puiseux roots of the two branches coinciding up to that number (k excluded).
Note that the order of coincidence is symmetric: kLpA,Bq “ kLpB,Aq, similarly to the
intersection number of the two branches. But, unlike the intersection number, it depends not
only on the branches A and B, but also on the choice of branch L. Nevertheless, the two numbers
are related, as explained in Theorem 3.25 below.
Definition 3.8. Let C be a reduced germ of curve on S. Let us denote by IC the set of
irreducible components of C which are different from L. The Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq of C
relative to L is the rooted tree obtained as the quotient of the disjoint union of the individual
Eggers-Wall segments ΘLpAq, A P IC , by the following equivalence relation. If A,B P IC ,
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then the gluing of ΘLpAq with ΘLpBq is done along the initial segments e
´1
L,Ar0, kLpA,Bqs and
e´1L,Br0, kLpA,Bqs by:
e´1L,Apαq „ e
´1
L,Bpαq, for all α P r0, kLpA,Bqs.
One endows ΘLpCq with the exponent function eL : ΘLpCq Ñ r0,8s and the index function
iL : ΘLpCq Ñ N obtained by gluing the initial exponent functions eL,A and iL,A respectively,
for A varying among the irreducible components of C different from L. If L is an irreducible
component of C, then the tree ΘLpLq is the trivial tree with vertex set a singleton, whose
element is labelled by L. The marked point L P ΘLpLq is identified with the root of ΘLpAq for
any A P IC .
The fact that in the previous notations ΘLpCq, eL, iL we mentioned only the dependency on L,
and not the whole coordinate system px, yq, comes from the following fact (see [13, Proposition
26]):
Proposition 3.9. The Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq, seen as a rooted tree endowed with the exponent
function eL and the index function iL, depends only on the pair pC,Lq, where L is defined by
x “ 0.
When L is generic with respect to C, the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq is in fact independent of it
(see [34, Theorem 4.3.8]).
Note that the index function iL is constant on each segment pPpV qV s of ΘLpCq, where P
denotes the parent map introduced in Definition 2.4. Here V denotes any vertex of the marked
tree ΘpCq which is different from the root L. Moreover, the set of marked points is determined
by the topological structure of ΘLpCq and by the knowledge of the index function, as the reader
may easily verify:
Lemma 3.10. The set of marked points of the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq is the union of the
following sets:
‚ the set of ends, consisting of the root L and the leaves A P ICztLu;
‚ the set of ramification points;
‚ the set of points of discontinuity of the index function.
Any ramification point of ΘLpCq is of the form A^LB for A,B P IC . Here, the point A^LB,
which has exponent equal to kLpA,Bq, is the infimum of the leaves of ΘLpCq labeled by A and B,
relative to the partial order on the set of vertices of ΘLpCq defined by the root L (see Definition
2.3). Note that the first set in Lemma 3.10 is disjoint from the two other ones, but that the
second and the third one may have elements in common, as may be seen in Example 3.12, in
which 3 of the 4 ramification points are also points of discontinuity of the index function.
Remark 3.11. By Lemma 3.10, the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq is determined by its finite affine
tree equipped with the exponent function and the index function (see Definition 2.1).
Example 3.12. Consider a plane curve singularity C “
ř5
i“1 Ci whose branches Ci are defined
by the Newton-Puiseux series ηi, where:
η1 “ x
2, η2 “ x
5{2`x8{3, η3 “ ´x
5{2`x11{4, η4 “ x
7{2`x17{4, η5 “ x
7{2`2x17{4`x14{3.
We will denote simply k instead of kL, where L “ Zpxq. One has kpC1, C2q “ kpC1, C3q “
kpC1, C4q “ kpC1, C5q “ 2, kpC2, C4q “ kpC2, C5q “ 5{2, kpC2, C3q “ 8{3, kpC3, C4q “
kpC3, C5q “ 5{2, kpC4, C5q “ 17{4 and the Eggers-Wall tree of C relative to L is drawn in
Figure 4. Observe that C3 admits also as Newton-Puiseux series η˜3 :“ η3pix
1{4q “ x5{2 ´ ix11{4
and that kpC2, C3q “ νxpη2 ´ η˜3q ą νxpη2 ´ η3q.
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L
C1
C2
C3C4C5
0
2
5{2
7{2
17{4
14{3
8{3
11{4
1
1
1
1
2
2 2
4 4
4
6
12
Figure 4. The Eggers-Wall tree of Example 3.12
Remark 3.13. If one considers two reduced germs C Ă C 1, then one has a unique embedding
ΘLpCq Ă ΘLpC
1q such that the restrictions to ΘLpCq of the index and of the exponent function
on ΘLpC
1q are equal to the corresponding functions on ΘLpCq.
Remark 3.14.
(1) Eggers introduced in his 1983 paper [6] about the structure of polar curves of a possibly
reducible plane curve singularity a slightly different notion of tree. Namely, given a
reduced germ C, he considered only generic coordinate systems px, yq, for which L “ Zpxq
is transversal to all the branches of C. In terms of our notations, he rooted his tree at the
minimal marked point different from the root L of the Eggers-Wall tree. He considered
only an analog of the exponent function, defined on the set of marked points of the tree.
Eggers did not consider the index function. Instead, he used two colors for the edges
of his tree, in order to remember for each branch of C which marked points lying on it
correspond to its characteristic exponents. Our notion of Eggers-Wall tree is based on
Wall’s 2003 paper [33] (which circulated as a preprint since 2000), in which the functions
eL, iL (with different notations) are used for computations adapted to the description of
the polar curves of C. The name “Eggers-Wall tree” was introduced by the third author
in [27], to honor the previous works of Eggers and Wall.
(2) In previous papers, versions of the notion of Eggers-Wall tree of C with respect to the
local coordinates px, yq were defined under the assumption that L is not a component of
C (see [6, 9, 10, 33, 27, 28, 11, 5, 22, 15]). Allowing L to be a branch of C permits a very
easy formulation of the inversion theorem for Eggers-Wall trees (see Theorem 4.5). Note
that the third author’s paper [28], which presented some of the results of [27], introduced
an extension of the Eggers-Wall trees to quasi-ordinary power series in several variables,
and applied them to the study of polar hypersurfaces of quasi-ordinary hypersurfaces.
This study was continued by the first two authors in [11].
(3) Corral used in [5] a version of the Eggers-Wall tree to describe the topology of a generic
polar curve associated with a generalized curve foliation in pC2, 0q, with non resonant
logarithmic model.
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(4) The Eggers-Wall tree may be seen as a Galois quotient of a variant of the tree constructed
in 1977 by Kuo and Lu in [21] (see [12, Remark 4.39], as well as [15, Section 2.5]). This
variant is defined exactly as the Eggers-Wall tree, but using all the Newton-Puiseux
roots of C, not only one root for each branch. Therefore, it has as many leaves as the
intersection number pC ¨ Lq. A related construction was performed by Kapranov in his
1993 papers [19] and [20]. He applied it to usual formal power series with complex and
real coefficients respectively and he called the resulting rooted trees Bruhat-Tits trees.
Let us introduce a third real-valued function cL defined on the Eggers-Wall tree. It allows us
to compute the pairwise intersection numbers of the branches of the given germ (see Theorem
3.25 below). It is determined by the knowledge of the exponent function eL and of the index
function iL:
Definition 3.15. Let A be a branch on S with characteristic exponents α1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă αg, relative
to the smooth germ L. We define conventionally α0 “ 0 and αg`1 “ 8. Let us set Pj “ e
´1
L pαjq
for j “ 0, . . . , g ` 1. We denote by ij the value of the index function iL in restriction to the
half-open segment pPj , Pj`1s. If P P ΘLpAq, then there exists 0 ď l ď g such that P P rPj , Pj`1s.
Then, the contact complexity cLpP q of the point P is defined by:
cLpP q :“
˜
lÿ
j“1
αj ´ αj´1
ij´1
¸
`
eLpP q ´ αl
il
.
Remark 3.16. The possibility αl “ α0 “ 0 is allowed in Definition 3.15. The previous formula
gives the same value to cLpP q when eLpP q “ αl, if we compute it by looking at αl either as an
element of rαl´1, αls or as an element of rαl, αl`1s.
Note that the right-hand side of the formula defining cLpP qmay be reinterpreted as an integral
of the piecewise constant function 1{iL along the segment rL,P s of ΘLpAq, the measure being
determined by the exponent function:
(3.17) cLpP q “
ż P
L
d eL
iL
.
Remark 3.18. Notice also that the knowledge of cL and iL determines eL:
(3.19) eLpP q “
ż P
L
iL d cL.
Or, written in a way which is analogous to the developed expression given in Definition 3.15,
and keeping the notations of that definition:
(3.20) eLpP q “
˜
lÿ
j“1
ij´1pcj ´ cj´1q
¸
` ilpcLpP q ´ clq,
where cj :“ cLpPjq for every j P t0, ..., gu.
Remark 3.21. Formulae (3.17) and (3.19) are inspired by the formulae (3.7) and (3.9) of Favre
and Jonsson’s book [8], relating thinness and skewness as functions on the valuative tree. See
Section 7 below.
As the function iL : ΘLpAq Ñ N
˚ is increasing along the segment ΘLpAq, formulae (3.17) and
(3.19) imply:
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Corollary 3.22. Let A be a branch on S different from L. The contact complexity function cL
is an increasing homeomorphism from the Eggers-Wall segment ΘLpAq to r0,8s. Moreover, it
is piecewise affine and concave in terms of the parameter eL. Conversely, the function eL is
continuous piecewise affine and convex in terms of the parameter cL.
Let us consider the case of a reduced germ C. As an easy consequence of Definition 3.15, we
get:
Lemma 3.23. The contact complexity functions of the branches of C glue into a continuous
strictly increasing surjection cL : ΘLpCq Ñ r0,8s.
This allows to formulate the following definition:
Definition 3.24. Let C be a reduced germ of curve on the smooth surface S. If L is a smooth
branch on S, then the contact complexity cL : ΘLpCq Ñ r0,8s relative to L is the function
obtained by gluing the contact complexities of the individual branches of C.
We chose the name of this function motivated by the following theorem, which shows that cL
may be seen as a measure of the contact between the branches of C. In equivalent formulations,
this theorem goes back at least to Smith [31, Section 8], Stolz [32, Section 9] and Max Noether
[23]. A proof written in current mathematical language may be found in Wall [34, Thm. 4.1.6]:
Theorem 3.25. Let C be a reduced germ and L a smooth branch on S. Let Ci and Cj be two
distinct branches of C. Let P “ xL,Ci, Cjy be the center of the tripod determined by L,Ci, Cj
in the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq (see Definition 2.13). Then:
(3.26) cLpP q “
pCi ¨ Cjq
pL ¨ Ciq ¨ pL ¨ Cjq
.
Observe that Theorem 3.25 also holds when L coincides with Ci or Cj (using the convention
that a{8 “ 0 for every a P p0,8q).
Remark 3.27. In the paper [26], P loski proved a theorem which is equivalent to the fact that
the function
ULpCi, Cjq :“
"
cLpxL,Ci, Cjyq
´1 if Ci ‰ Cj,
0 if Ci “ Cj,
defines an ultrametric distance on the set of branches which are transversal to L. See [13, 14]
for generalizations of this result to all normal surface singularities (in particular, it is proved
there that, given a normal surface singularity S and an arbitrary branch L on it, the function
UL is an ultrametric on the set of branches different from it if and only if S is arborescent, that
is, the dual graphs of its good resolutions are trees).
Note that the intersection number pL ¨ Ciq is equal to the maximum iLpCiq of the index
function on the segment rL,Cis. We deduce that:
Corollary 3.28. (Tripod formula) Assume that the Eggers-Wall tree pΘLpCq, eL, iLq of the
reduced germ C “
ř
iPI Ci relative to L is known. Then the pairwise intersection numbers of its
branches are determined by:
pCi ¨ Cjq “ iLpCiq ¨ iLpCjq ¨ cLpxL,Ci, Cjyq.
The previous equality shows that the intersection number of two branches of C is determined
by the indices of the two corresponding leaves and by the contact complexity of the center of
the tripod formed by the root of the tree ΘLpCq and the two leaves. That is why we call it the
tripod formula.
Corollary 3.28 admits an extension for semivaluations (see Proposition 7.20 below).
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Example 3.29. Consider again the curve singularity of Example 3.12. Then the contact com-
plexities of the marked points of its Eggers-Wall tree with respect to the given coordinate system
are as indicated in Figure 5. For instance, the contact function of the highest point on the geo-
desic going from L to C5 is computed in the following way using Definition 3.15:
7
2
`
1
2
ˆ
17
4
´
7
2
˙
`
1
4
ˆ
14
3
´
17
4
˙
“
191
48
.
Using Theorem 3.25, we deduce that pC1 ¨ C2q “ 12, pC1 ¨ C3q “ pC1 ¨ C4q “ 8, pC1 ¨ C5q “ 24,
pC2 ¨ C3q “ 62, pC2 ¨ C4q “ 60, pC2 ¨ C5q “ 180, pC3 ¨ C4q “ 40, pC3 ¨ C5q “ 120, pC4 ¨ C5q “ 186.
L
C1
C2
C3C4C5
0
2
5{2
7{2
31{8
191{48
31{12
21{8
Figure 5. The values of the contact complexity cL at the marked points of the
tree of Example 3.12
4. An inversion theorem for Eggers-Wall trees
Let C be a reduced germ of formal curve on S and let L be a smooth branch. Assume that
we know the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq of C relative to L. How to pass to the Eggers-Wall tree
of C relative to another smooth branch L1? The answer is particularly simple when both L and
L1 are branches of C. Indeed, in this case, we prove that the underlying topological space of
the Eggers-Wall tree is unchanged: one has only to modify the exponent and index functions
(see Theorem 4.5). This constitutes a geometrization and generalization to the case of several
branches of the classical inversion theorem of Abhyankar [1], which can be traced back in fact
to Halphen [16] and Stolz [32] in the years 1870, as explained in [13].
Before stating our inversion theorem, we need some definitions and properties of the Eggers-
Wall segments of smooth branches and of their attaching points on Eggers-Wall trees of germs
not containing them, in the sense of Definition 2.11.
Definition 4.1. Let C be a reduced germ of formal curve on S and let L be a smooth branch.
The unit subtree ΘLpCq1 of ΘLpCq consists of its points of index 1, equipped with the restric-
tion of the exponent function eL. The unit point of the tree ΘLpCq is the attaching point of a
generic smooth branch through O.
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The unit point is independent of the choice of generic smooth branch through O, as it may
be characterized by the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. The unit point of ΘLpCq is:
‚ the highest end of ΘLpCq1, when the exponent function takes only values ă 1 in restric-
tion to ΘLpCq1 (case in which ΘLpCq1 is a segment);
‚ the unique point of ΘLpCq1 of exponent 1, otherwise.
Proof. Consider a smooth branch L1 transversal both to L and to the branches of C. Work then
in a coordinate system px, yq such that L “ Zpxq and L1 “ Zpyq. Therefore L1 has 0 P Crrx1{Nss
as only Newton-Puiseux series. Our transversality hypothesis implies that for any branch A of C,
its Newton-Puiseux series η satisfy νxpηq P p0, 1s. But one has that νxpηq “ νxpη´0q “ kLpA,L
1q.
This implies immediately our statements. We are in the first case if νxpηq ă 1 for all the branches
of C and in the second one otherwise. 
Example 4.3. In Figure 6 are represented the unit subtree and the unit point U of the Eggers-
Wall tree of Figure 4.
L
C1
C2
C3C4C5
1
2
5{2
7{2
17{4
14{3
8{3
11{4
1
1
1
1
U
2
2
2
4 4
4
6
12
Figure 6. The unit subtree (in heavier lines) and the unit point of the Eggers-
Wall tree (labelled by U)
L
1{n
C
1
n
Figure 7. A smooth Eggers-Wall segment with unit point of exponent 1{n (see
Definition 4.4).
Let us introduce now special names for the Eggers-Wall segments of smooth branches with
respect to a smooth branch L:
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Definition 4.4. Let C be a branch different from L. The Eggers-Wall segment ΘLpCq is simple
if it has no marked points in its interior. It is called smooth if it is simple or if it is of the form
indicated in Figure 7. In this last case, the integer n ě 2 is equal to the intersection number
pL ¨ Cq.
The fact that the smooth Eggers-Wall trees are as indicated comes from the fact that there
exists always a coordinate system px, yq in which the smooth branch C is defined by yn ´ x “ 0
for n ě 1, while L “ Zpxq.
By Remark 3.11, the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq is determined by its geometric realization
equipped with the exponent function eL and the index function iL. Notice also that these two
functions determine cL. The following inversion theorem proves that these functions determine
also the Eggers-Wall tree ΘL1pCq (recall that iLpL
1q “ pL ¨ L1q):
Theorem 4.5. Let L and L1 be two smooth branches at O which are components of the reduced
germ C. Let us denote by U the unit point of ΘLpCq in the sense of Definition 4.1 and by πrL,L1s
the attaching map of the segment rL,L1s in the tree ΘLpCq in the sense of Definition 2.11. Then
the finite affine trees associated with ΘL1pCq and ΘLpCq coincide and the functions eL1 , cL1, iL1
are determined by:
eL1 ` 1 “
eL ` 1
pL ¨ L1q ¨ pcL ˝ πrL,L1sq
, cL1 “
cL
ppL ¨ L1q ¨ pcL ˝ πrL,L1sqq2
,
iL1 “
$’’’’&
’’’’%
1, on rπrL,L1spUq, L
1s,
pL ¨ L1q, on rL, πrL,L1spUqq,
pL ¨ L1q ¨ pcL ˝ πrL,L1sq ¨ iL, otherwise.
Moreover, in restriction to the segment rL,L1s we have:
pL ¨ L1q ¨ cL “
$&
%
pL ¨ L1q ¨ eL on rL, πrL,L1spUqs,
eL ` 1´
1
pL ¨ L1q
on rπrL,L1spUq, L
1s.
Proof. We use here several results developed later in this paper. The idea is to embed the Eggers-
Wall tree in the space PpVq of semivaluations of S and to use formulae about the log-discrepancy,
the multiplicity and the self-interaction functions defined on that space.
Denote, as usual, by Ci the branches of C. We will use the valuative embeddings ΨL and ΨL1
of Definition 8.25.
By the topological part of Theorem 8.19, the images of both embeddings ΨL and ΨL1 are the
convex hulls of the ends Ci inside the tree PpVq. Therefore, ΨL and ΨL1 are homeomorphisms
onto those convex hulls. Consequently, the map:
(4.6) ΨLL1 :“ Ψ
´1
L1 ˝ΨL : ΘLpCq Ñ ΘL1pCq
is a homeomorphism. By construction, it sends each end Ci of ΘLpCq to the end with the same
label of ΘL1pCq.
In order to compare peL, iL, cLq with peL1 , iL1 , cL1q, we use the part of Theorem 8.19 concerning
the correspondence between functions, as well as Propositions 9.1, 9.7, 9.6. The statement of
our theorem, as well as the one of its Corollary 4.7 are immediate consequences of them (the
last assertion of the theorem follows from Definition 3.15). 
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Let us particularize this result to the situation where L and L1 are transversal smooth branches
on S, that is, pL ¨L1q “ 1. Then, the segment rL,L1s Ă ΘLpL
1q is a simple Eggers-Wall segment
in the sense of Definition 4.4, and the unit point is the point U such that eLpUq “ 1.
Corollary 4.7. Let L and L1 be two transversal smooth branches at O which are components
of the reduced germ C. We have the relations:
eL1 ` 1 “
eL ` 1
eL ˝ πrL,L1s
, cL1 “
cL
peL ˝ πrL,L1sq2
.
and
iL1 “
"
1, on rL,L1s,
peL ˝ πrL,L1sq ¨ iL, otherwise.
Remark 4.8. By combining formula (3.17) with Corollary 4.7, we see that in restriction to the
segment rL,L1s, one has the following equalities in the transversal case:
cL1 “ eL1 “ e
´1
L “ c
´1
L .
L
C1
C2
C3C4C5
0
2
5{2
7{2
17{4
14{3
8{3
11{4
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
4 4
4
6
12
8
8
888
1
U
L
C1
C2
C3C4C5
0
1{2
3{4
5{4
13{8
11{6
5{6
7{8
1
1
2
1
2
4
4 4
8 8
8
12
24
8
8
888
1
U
Figure 8. The Eggers-Wall trees ΘLpCq of Example 4.10 on the left, compared
with ΘC1pCq on the right.
Remark 4.9. When applied to the case when C is a branch, Corollary 4.7 is a reformulation
in terms of Eggers-Wall trees of the inversion formulae of Abhyankar [1] and Zariski [35], which
express the characteristic exponents with respect to a coordinate system py, xq in terms of those
with respect to px, yq (see [12, Introduction] for more details about these formulae, and about
their discovery and first proof by Halphen [16] and Stolz [32]). One may try to prove this
corollary directly from the Halphen-Stolz-Abhyankar-Zariski inversion formulae applied to the
branches A of C different from L and L1. This provides the functions eL1,A and iL1,A and cL1,A.
Corollary 3.28 allows to determine the value of cL1 on the points xL
1, A,By, for A and B two
distinct branches of C (different from L1). Formula (3.20) determines the value of the exponent
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function eL1 at the point xL
1, A,By, which is equal to kL1pA,Bq. Then, it remains to prove that
the geometric realizations of the trees ΘLpCq and ΘL1pCq are isomorphic by an isomorphism
respecting the labellings of the ends by the branches of C. Our approach, using the embeddings
of the Eggers-Wall trees in the space of valuations, provides a conceptual understanding of these
combinatorial operations.
Example 4.10. Consider again the Eggers-Wall tree of Example 3.12. Now we assume that L
is a component of C. We represent this in the left diagram of Figure 8 by adding an arrow-head
at the root. The Eggers-Wall tree ΘC1pCq is represented in the right diagram of Figure 8. In
each one of the two diagrams, we have also indicated the position of the unit point U (which
remains unchanged). The roots may be recognized as the only ends with vanishing exponent.
In our case, L and L1 :“ C1 are transversal, which means that we may apply Corollary 4.7.
This implies that eL1 “
1
2
peL ´ 1q on the union of the segments rCi, Cjs, for i, j ě 1, since in
restriction to them eL ˝ πrL,L1s “ 2.
Remark 4.11. When L or L1 is not a branch of C, we determine the Eggers-Wall tree ΘL1pCq
from ΘLpCq by constructing first ΘLpC ` L` L
1q, by applying then Theorem 4.5 to it in order
to get ΘL1pC ` L` L
1q, and by passing finally to the subtree ΘL1pCq.
5. Eggers-Wall trees and splice diagrams
In this section we recall from Eisenbud and Neumann’s book [7] the topological operation of
splicing of two oriented links along a pair of their components inside oriented integral homology
spheres, as well as the associated encoding of graph links by splice diagrams. Then we partic-
ularize this construction to the links of curve singularities inside smooth complex surfaces and
we explain how to pass from an Eggers-Wall diagram to a splice diagram (see Theorem 5.14).
A link in a 3-dimensional manifold is a closed 1-dimensional submanifold. The link is called
a knot if it is moreover connected. The exterior of a link is the complement of the interior of
a compact tubular neighborhood of it in the ambient 3-dimensional manifold.
In this section all ambient 3-dimensional manifolds and all the links considered inside them
will be considered to be oriented. For this reason, we will not mention this hypothesis anymore.
Definition 5.1. An integral homology sphere is a closed 3-dimensional manifold Σ which has
the same integral homology groups as the 3-dimensional sphere S3. Equivalently, it is connected
and H1pΣ,Zq “ 0.
If K1 and K2 are two disjoint knots in an integral homology sphere Σ, then we denote by
lkΣpK1,K2q P Z their linking number. Recall that:
lkΣpK1,K2q “ lkΣpK2,K1q.
Definition 5.2. Let K be a knot inside a 3-dimensional integral homology sphere Σ. Denote by
U a compact tubular neighborhood of K and by T its boundary, which is a 2-dimensional torus.
A meridian of K is an oriented simple closed curve M on T which is non-trivial homologically
in T but becomes trivial in U , and satisfies lkM pK,Mq “ 1. A longitude of K is an oriented
simple closed curve L on T which is homologous to K in U and satisfies lkM pK,Lq “ 0.
Note that the constraint that L be homologous to K inside the solid torus U determines
its orientation. The condition that lkM pK,Lq “ 0 means intuitively that L does not spiral
around K, seen from the global viewpoint of M . A basic result of 3-dimensional topology is
that meridians and longitudes are well-defined up to isotopy on T .
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The following topological construction was described by Eisenbud and Neumann [7, Chapter
I.1], inspired by previous work of Siebenmann [30] and Bonahon and Siebenmann (by U˝ we
denote the interior of the manifold with boundary U):
Definition 5.3. Let Λ1 and Λ2 be two links inside the disjoint 3-dimensional integral homology
spheres Σ1 and Σ2 respectively. Let Kj be a connected component of Λj , for each j P t1, 2u.
Denote by Uj a compact tubular neighborhood of Kj, disjoint from Λj z Kj. We consider
longitudes and meridians of Kj on the boundary Tj of Uj . The splice of pΣ1,Λ1q and pΣ2,Λ2q
along K1 and K2 is the pair pΣ,Λq defined by:
‚ Σ is the closed 3-manifold obtained from Σ1 zU
˝
1 and Σ2 zU
˝
2 by identifying their bound-
aries T1 and T2 through a diffeomorphism which permutes (oriented) meridians and
longitudes.
‚ Λ is the link inside Σ obtained by taking the union of the images of Λ1 zK1 and Λ2 zK2
inside Σ.
The basic result about this operation is (see [7, Chapter I.1]):
Proposition 5.4. The link pΣ,Λq is well-defined up to an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism
which is unique up to isotopy and Σ is again an integral homology sphere.
Conversely, one may unsplice an oriented link pΣ,Λq inside an integral homology sphere Σ by
finding inside Σ zΛ an embedded 2-torus T , then cutting Σ along T and filling the resulting two
manifolds with boundary by solid tori in such a way as to get again integral homology spheres.
Inside those two resulting homology spheres, one considers the links which are obtained from Λ
by adding central circles of the two solid tori used for performing the two fillings. Remark that
the whole process is possible because the complement Σ z T is disconnected, as a consequence
of the hypothesis that Σ is an integral homology sphere: otherwise, there would exist a simple
closed curve intersecting transversely T at one point, which would imply that this curve is not
homologous to 0 in Σ.
One has the following result (see [7, page 25]):
Lemma 5.5. Let pΣ,Λq be a link inside an integral homology sphere and let T be a 2-torus
inside Σ z Λ. Then Λ is the result of a splicing operation along this torus, of two links pΣ1,Λ1q
and pΣ2,Λ2q. If Ki denotes the component of Λi along which this operation is done, then the
orientations of K1 and K2 are well-determined up to a simultaneous reorientation. Moreover,
if Σ » S3, then Σ1 » S
3, Σ2 » S
3 and the converse also holds.
In the sequel we will use integral homology spheres which are Seifert fibred and Seifert links
inside them as building blocks in the splicing procedure. Let us start by defining the first notion
(see Orlik’s book [25]):
Definition 5.6. A Seifert fibration on a compact 3-manifold is a smooth foliation by circles,
such that each leaf has a saturated neighborhood (that is, a neighborhood obtained as a union of
fibres) which is diffeomorphic by a leaf-preserving diffeomorphism to the quotient of the infinite
cylinder D2 ˆR by the diffeomorphism:
pz, tq Ñ pe2ipiq{pz, t` 1q,
where:
‚ q and p are coprime integers, with p P N˚;
‚ the quotient is endowed with the projection of the foliation of D2 ˆ R by the translates
of the second factor;
‚ the initial leaf corresponds to the image of 0ˆ R by this quotient map.
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When p ě 2, one says that the initial leaf is singular and that p is itsmultiplicity. A saturated
neighborhood of the previous kind is called amodel neighborhood. The leaves of the foliation
are called its fibers.
Let us recall a homological interpretation of the multiplicity p associated to a fiber F0 of a
Seifert fibration. Consider a model neighborhood U of the chosen fiber. Orient all the fibers of
this model in a continuous manner. If F is a fiber contained inside U and different from F0,
then H1pU,Zq “ ZrF0s, where rF0s denotes the homology class of F0. Moreover, the homology
class rF s of F in H1pU,Zq is equal to prF0s. Note that this shows that p is independent on the
chosen orientations of F0 and of the ambient manifold.
In order to get also the number q, one has to consider a meridian disk D of U , whose boundary
circle intersects transversally the foliation induced on the 2-torus BU . Orient D such that its
orientation followed by the orientation of a fiber lying in U gives the ambient orientation. This
induces an orientation on BD. Consider a fiber F lying on BU . It intersects BD in p points. Their
set may be cyclically ordered by the orientation of BD, which allows to identify it canonically
with the cyclic group Z{pZ. The first return map obtained by following F along its chosen
orientation is a translation of this group by one of its elements, which is precisely the image of q
in Z{pZ. This shows that q is only well-defined modulo p and that it is changed into its opposite
when one changes the ambient orientation.
Having defined Seifert fibrations, we may define Seifert links and the more general notion of
graph links:
Definition 5.7. A Seifert link is a link whose exterior admits a Seifert fibration. A graph
link is a link whose exterior may be cut into Seifert fibred manifolds using a finite set of pairwise
disjoint tori.
The structure of any graph link inside an integral homology sphere may be expressed using a
splice diagram. This is a special kind of decorated tree:
Definition 5.8. A splice diagram is a marked finite forest (that is, a finite disjoint union of
trees) whose vertices are decorated with the signs ˘ and whose germs of edges at each internal
vertex (that is, a vertex which is not an end) are decorated with pairwise coprime integers.
Some of its ends are distinguished as arrowhead ends.
Each splice diagram encodes up to orientation-preserving homeomorphisms a unique graph
link inside an integral homology sphere. In order to understand this, we explain it first in the
case in which the diagram is star-shaped, that is, in which it has exactly one vertex which is
not an end. Then the encoding is based on the following proposition (see [7, Chapter II.7]):
Proposition 5.9. Let n ě 2 and α1, . . . , αn be n pairwise coprime non-zero integers. There
exists a unique Seifert fibered oriented integral homology sphere Σpα1, . . . , αnq endowed with an
oriented link Λ :“ F1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Fn consisting of oriented fibers and with a choice of continuous
orientation of the fibers not belonging to Λ, such that:
‚ the link Λ contains all singular fibers of the Seifert fibration;
‚ for every i P t1, . . . , nu, the multiplicity of Fi is equal to |αi|;
‚ the orientation of the generic fibers is chosen compatibly with the orientation of Fi if
and only if αi ą 0;
‚ for every distinct i, j P t1, . . . , ju, the linking number lkΣpα1,...,αnqpFi, Fjq is equal to the
product: ź
kPt1,...,nu z ti,ju
αk.
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α2αn
α1
¨ ¨ ¨
` “
α2αn
α1
¨ ¨ ¨
Figure 9. The splice diagram of the oriented homology sphere Σpα1, . . . , αnq.
2
7
9
K1
` `
6
5
49
13
K2
´ “
2
7
9
`
6
5
49
13
´
Figure 10. Splicing two star-shaped diagrams along the knots K1 and K2.
In fact, the previous definition may be extended to the situation where one of the integers αi
is 0 (note that the coprimality condition prohibits having two of them vanishing simultaneously).
In order to do this, one must allow still another kind of model neighborhood, in which the nearby
fibers turn once around the central fiber (see [7, Lemma 7.1]). The resulting manifold is still
an integral homology sphere, but it is Seifert fibered only in the exterior of the link Λ. This
explains the mention of such exteriors of links in Definition 5.7.
The Seifert fibered oriented homology sphere Σpα1, . . . , αnq may be represented by any of the
two star-shaped diagrams of Figure 9. The one on the left specifies the sign attributed to the
central node, while that on the right does not mention any sign. This is a general rule:
Remark 5.10. If the internal vertices of a splice diagram do not carry signs, this means by
convention that they represent oriented Seifert-fibred homology spheres of the type Σpα1, . . . , αnq
(see Proposition 5.9).
If one replaces the p`q-sign in the diagram on the left of Figure 9 by a p´q-sign, then one
obtains by definition a representation of the oppositely oriented manifold to Σpα1, . . . , αnq. Let
us denote it simply by ´Σpα1, . . . , αnq.
Each end of the splice diagrams of the oriented integral homology spheres ˘Σpα1, . . . αnq rep-
resents by construction an oriented knot in the corresponding manifold. Given two such knots
pǫ1Σpα1, . . . , αnq,K1q and pǫ2Σpα1, . . . , αnq,K2q (where ǫi is a sign and Ki is a knot correspond-
ing to an end of the splice diagram of ǫiΣpαi, . . . , αnq, then one may splice them as explained in
Definition 5.3. Graphically, one represents this operation by joining the corresponding edges of
the two diagrams. An example is shown in Figure 10.
It is now easy to understand which integral homology sphere corresponds to a given connected
splice diagram. Indeed, it is enough to imagine it obtained by successive joining of simpler
diagrams along edges adjacent to ends. Then one performs the corresponding splicing operations,
taking into account the fact that the end vertices of a splice diagram represent particular oriented
knots in the corresponding oriented homology sphere. If one wants to encode not only a manifold,
but also a link inside it, then one marks some of the ends of the splice diagram as arrowheads.
If the splice diagram is not connected, then by definition it encodes the connected sum of the
links corresponding to its connected components.
A given graph link in an integral homology sphere is representable by an infinite number of
diagrams. Among them, one may define the following preferred ones (see [7, Page 72]):
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Definition 5.11. A splice diagram is calledminimal if it minimizes the number of edges among
the splice diagrams representing a given graph link.
A minimal splice diagram is unique for a given graph link with all fibers oriented compatibly
outside the tori of the splice decomposition (see [7, Corollary 8.3]). There is an algorithmic way
to reduce any splice diagram to the minimal one representing the same link (see [7, Theorems
8.1 and 8.2]).
The knowledge of a splice diagram of a graph link Λ inside an oriented integral homology
sphere Σ allows to compute very easily the pairwise linking numbers of the components of Λ
(see Theorem [7, 10.1]):
Proposition 5.12. Let spΣ,Λq be a splice diagram for a graph link pΣ,Λq inside an inte-
gral homology sphere Σ. If Ki,Kj are two distinct components of Λ, then the linking number
lkΣpKi,Kjq is equal to the product of the weights of the germs of edges adjacent to, but not
included into the segment of spΣ,Λq which joins the arrowheads corresponding to Ki and Kj ,
multiplied by the product of the signs of the internal vertices situated on this segment.
We restrict now to the splice diagrams of the links of reduced germs of curves inside smooth
germs of complex surfaces (see [7, Appendix to Chapter I]):
Theorem 5.13. Let C be a germ of reduced holomorphic curve on the germ of complex analytic
smooth surface S. Then its oriented link ΛpCq inside the oriented boundary S3 of S is a graph
link and it has a minimal splice diagram whose vertex signs are all ` and whose edge decorations
are all strictly positive.
As explained before, such a totally positive minimal splice diagram of pS3,ΛpCqq is unique.
We will call it theminimal splice diagram of C. The next theorem explains how to construct
it from the Eggers-Wall tree of C relative to a smooth branch L which is transverse to it. It
is a more graphical reformulation of Wall’s [34, Theorem 9.8.2] (note that Wall spoke about
Eisenbud-Neumann diagrams instead of splice diagrams). An advantage of speaking about the
splice diagram of C ` L in the statement below allows a simpler comparison of ΘLpCq and of
the minimal splice diagram of C ` L than in [34], avoiding special cases.
Theorem 5.14. Let C be a reduced germ of curve on the smooth germ of surface S and let L
be a smooth branch through O such that L is transversal to C. Then the minimal splice diagram
of C ` L may be obtained from the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq decorated by the contact function
cL and the index functions iL by doing the local operations indicated in Figure 11.
Proof. The topological type of C `L is encoded by either of the following objects (see Wall [34,
Proposition 4.3.9, Section 9.8]):
‚ the collection of characteristic exponents of its branches and of intersection numbers
between pairs of branches of C ` L;
‚ the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpC ` Lq;
‚ the minimal splice diagram of C ` L.
Therefore, in order to prove the theorem it is enough to show that the splice diagram obtained by
our construction gives the same characteristic exponents of individual branches and intersection
numbers as the starting Eggers-Wall tree. This verification may be done using the description
from [7, Appendix to Chapter 1] of the way characteristic exponents are encoded in the splice
diagram of a branch and using Proposition 5.12 for the way intersection numbers may be read
on a splice diagram of a germ with several branches. Here we use the fact that the intersection
number of two distinct branches on S is equal to the linking number of their associated knots
in S3.
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d1 d
1
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d1 d1
d2s
11
dd1s
d1{d
1 1
dd1s
1 1
d1{d
Figure 11. From the Eggers-Wall tree to the splice diagram
Let us give now a second proof of the theorem, which furnishes a comparison with Wall’s proof
of [34, Theorem 9.8.2]. The transversality hypothesis implies that the tree ΘLpCq contains no
ramification point of exponent ă 1. We consider another smooth branch L1 transversal to the
irreducible components of C and to L. The attaching point of L1 on the tree ΘLpCq is the
unit point U of this tree, which has exponent equal to 1. By the inversion theorem 4.5, the
Eggers-Wall trees ΘL1pC ` Lq and ΘLpC ` L
1q have the same exponent and index functions on
the complement of the segment rL,L1s. We apply the construction of the splice diagram in [34,
Theorem 9.8.2] to ΘL1pC ` Lq. It starts from the reduced Eggers-Wall tree Θ
red
L1 pC ` Lq, which
is obtained from ΘL1pC `Lq by removing the segment rL
1, Uq and by unmarking the point U in
this tree if this point is not a ramification point on the tree ΘLpCq (this corresponds to (i) and
(iv) in [34, Theorem 9.8.2]).
In order to make the comparison, Wall considers the Herbrand function associated to a branch
B of C ` L, which is a function HB : r0,8s Ñ r0,8s such that HB ˝ eB,L1 “ cB,L1 .
The first local operation in Figure 11 corresponds to point (iii) in Theorem 9.8.2 of [34], when
the index function is continuous on the marked point V considered. Wall considers a branch
B of C ` L through V of multiplicity m “ iL1pBq and such that Pq ăL1 V ăL1 Pq`1 where
Pj are the marked points of the tree ΘL1pBq. Then, the incoming edge at V is marked by
pm2{e2qq ¨HpeL1V q, where eq “ iL1pBq{iL1pV q. We get the same decoration as in Figure 11 since:
m2
e2q
¨HBpeL1pV qq “ piL1pV qq
2cL1pV q “ d
2 ¨ s,
where we denote d :“ iL1pV q and s :“ cL1pV q.
The second and third local operations in the figure below correspond to point (ii) in Theorem
9.8.2 of [34], when the index function is not continuous on the marked point V considered. In the
second case, there is a unique branch Bi0 of C passing through V such that the index function
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restricted to this branch is continuous at V . If Bj is any other branch of C, then V is a marked
point, say Pq, of the tree ΘL1pBjq. In terms of Wall’s notations, we have eq “ iL1pBjq{iL1pPq`1q
and eq´1 “ iL1pBjq{iL1pPqq.
By [34], the outgoing segment at V in the direction of a branch Bi is marked by
eq´1
eq
“
iL1pPq`1q
iL1pPqq
“
d1
d
,
if Bi “ Bi0 and by 1 otherwise (we denoted d
1 :“ iL1pPq`1q). Let us consider an auxiliary branch
K with pq´1q characteristic exponents, having maximal contact with Bj . By definition, one has
pL1 ¨Kq “ iL1pKq “ d
1 and pBj ¨L
1q “ eq ¨ d. The incoming edge at V is marked by β¯q{eq, where
tβ¯su
gj
s“0 denotes the sequence of minimal generators of the semigroup of the branch Bj . By
Theorem 3.25, s “ cL1pV q “ pBj ¨KqpK ¨L
1q´1pBj ¨L
1q´1, and thus we get the same decoration
as in Figure 11 since:
dd1s “ dd1
pBj ¨Kq
pK ¨ L1qpBj ¨ L1q
“
pBj ¨Kq
eq
“
β¯q
eq
.
In the third case, the index function is not continuous on the marked point V considered for
all the branches of C containing it. Then, we have to add a side at V marked d1{d to an end
vertex, which is not arrow-headed. 
Remark 5.15. If L is not transversal to C, the splice diagram associated to C `L is obtained
from the tree ΘLpC ` Lq by doing the local operations indicated in Figure 11, with respect to
the values of the index and contact complexity functions on ΘL1pC ` Lq, where L
1 is a smooth
branch transversal to C ` L.
1
1
1
2
4
12
1
2
2
4
6
4
0
2
5{2
7{2
31{8
191{48
31{12
21{8
L
C1
C2
C3C4
C5
2
1 1
5
2 1
72
1
312
1 1
1913
1
31
3
1
21
2
1
L
C1
C2
C3C4
C5
Figure 12. The splice diagram associated to our recurrent example
Example 5.16. Consider again our recurrent Example 3.12. Recall that the values of the
contact complexity function and of the index function are represented in Figure 5. The result of
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applying the previous theorem is indicated in Figure 12. One may verify that the application of
Proposition 5.12 gives the same values of the intersection numbers pCi ¨ Cjq as those computed
in Example 3.29.
6. Semivaluation spaces
In this section we define the spaces of valuations and semivaluations of O which will be used
in the sequel: the space V of all real-valued semivaluations (see Definition 6.3), its projectiviza-
tion PpVq (see Definition 6.12) and the sets of normalized semivaluations relative either to the
base point O of S or to a smooth branch L on S (see Definition 6.15). We describe also the
types of semivaluations used in the next sections: the multiplicity valuations, the intersection
semivaluations and the vanishing order valuations (see Definition 6.6).
Recall that we denote by O the formal local ring of S at O, by F its field of fractions and by
M the maximal ideal of O.
Definition 6.1. Extend the usual total order relation of R to RY t8u by the convention that
8 ą λ, for all λ P R. A semivaluation of O is a function ν : O Ñ r0,8s such that:
(1) νpfgq “ νpfq ` νpgq for all f, g P O;
(2) νpf ` gq ě minpνpxq, νpyqq for all f, g P O;
(3) νpλq :“
"
0 if λ P C˚,
8 if λ “ 0.
A semivaluation ν of O is centered at O if and only if one has moreover: νpMq Ă R˚` Y t8u.
The semivaluation ν is a valuation if it takes the value 8 only at 0.
Remark 6.2. If ν is a semivaluation, then the function ||¨|| :“ e´ν : O Ñ r0, 1s is a multiplicative
non-archimedean seminorm of the C-algebra O, that is:
(1)’ ||xy|| “ ||x|| ¨ ||y|| for all x, y P O;
(2)’ ||x` y|| ď maxp||x||, ||y||q for all x, y P O;
(3)’ ||λ|| :“
"
1 if λ P C˚,
0 if λ “ 0.
The term semivaluation was introduced as an analog of the more standard term seminorm.
If f P O defines the germ of divisor D and if ν is any semivaluation of O, we set:
νpDq :“ νpfq.
This definition is independent of the defining function f P O of D. Indeed, any other such
function is of the form fu, with u a unit of O. But then νpuq ` νpu´1q “ νp1q “ 0, which
implies that νpuq “ 0, as ν takes only non-negative values. Therefore one has also νpfuq “
νpfq ` νpuq “ νpfq. More generally, if I is an arbitrary ideal of O, we set:
νpIq :“ min tνpfq | f P Iu.
This definition generalizes the previous one because the value νpDq computed according to the
first definition is equal to the value νpOp´Dqq computed according to the second one.
Definition 6.3. Denote by V the set of semivaluations of O. We call it the semivaluation
space of O or of the germ S. We endow it with the topology of pointwise convergence, that is,
with the restriction of the product topology of r0,8sO.
The topological space r0,8sO is compact as a product of compact spaces, by Tychonoff’s
theorem (see for instance [17, Section 1-10]). The conditions defining semivaluations being
closed, we see that:
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Proposition 6.4. The semivaluation space V is compact.
Remark 6.5. In contrast to the space V of semivaluations, the subspace of valuations is not
compact. This is the main reason of the importance in our context not only of valuations, but
also of semivaluations which are not valuations.
Let us define now the main types of semivaluations which we use in this paper:
Definition 6.6. The multiplicity valuation at O, denoted by IO, is defined by:
IOpfq “ maxtn P N | f PMnu.
More generally, if P is an infinitely near point of O, denoted by IP , the associated multiplicity
valuation at P . It may be defined in the following two equivalent ways, starting from a model
pΣ, Eq
ψ
Ñ pS,Oq containing P :
‚ If f P O, then IP pfq is the multiplicity of the function f ˝ψ at the point P of the model
Σ:
IP pfq :“ mP pf ˝ ψq.
‚ If f P O, then IP pfq is the vanishing order of f ˝ψ ˝ψP along EP , where ΣP
ψPÑ Σ is the
blow up of P in Σ and EP is the exceptional divisor created by it. That is, I
P pfq is the
coefficient of EP in the divisor of f ˝ ψ ˝ ψP .
Because of this second interpretation, we often denote:
ordEP :“ IP .
Let A be a branch at O. One has an associated intersection semivaluation IA, defined by:
IApfq :“ pA ¨ Zpfqq.
Note that these are semivaluations which are not valuations, as IApfq “ 8 precisely for the
elements of the principal ideal Op´Aq of the functions vanishing identically on A.
All the previous examples of semivaluations are centered at O. To any branch A at O is also
associated a valuation which is not centered at O: the vanishing order ordA along A:
ordApfq :“ the coefficient of A in the divisor of f.
If V is a germ of irreducible subvariety of S through O (that is, either the point O, or a branch
A, or S itself), the trivial semivaluation trivV associated to V takes only two values:
trivV pfq :“
"
8 if f P O vanishes along V,
0 otherwise.
Among the trivial semivaluations, only trivS is a valuation.
Remark 6.7. We have denoted till now by mOpCq the multiplicity of a germ of curve C at O.
We could have chosen to keep this notation, and to write mP instead of I
P when P is infinitely
near O. We have decided not to follow this notational convention, because we will introduce in
the next section an invariant of semivaluations called multiplicity, denoted bym, and we wanted
to avoid the notation “mpmP q” for the multiplicity of the valuation mP .
The multiplicative group pR˚`, ¨q acts on the semivaluation space V by scalar multiplication
of the values. We denote by tν P V the product of t P R˚` and ν P V. One may show that this
action is continuous. Its orbits allow to relate the three kinds of semivaluations IA, ordA and
trivA associated to a branch A at O:
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Proposition 6.8. Let A be any branch through O. Then the orbit of the vanishing order
valuation ordA goes from trivS to trivA and the orbit of the intersection semivaluation IA goes
from trivA to trivO, that is (see Figure 13):
‚ lim
tÑ0
pt ordAq “ trivS and lim
tÑ8
pt ordAq “ trivA;
‚ lim
tÑ0
pt IAq “ trivA and lim
tÑ8
pt IAq “ trivO.
trivS
ordA
trivA
IA
trivO
Figure 13. The orbits of ordA and of IA
The previous proposition is in fact much more general, as shown by Proposition 6.10 below.
Before stating it, let us introduce a new definition.
Definition 6.9. Assume that we work with an arbitrary irreducible analytic or formal germ X ,
with local ring R. The center Cpνq of a semivaluation ν of R is the irreducible subvariety of
X defined by the functions f P R such that νpfq ą 0. The support Spνq of ν is the irreducible
subvariety of X defined by those functions f P R such that νpfq “ 8.
Obviously, Cpνq Ď Spνq. The announced generalization of Proposition 6.8 is:
Proposition 6.10. The orbit of ν under scalar multiplication by t P R˚` goes from triv
Spνq to
trivCpνq when t goes from 0 to 8.
Proof. Let f P R be arbitrary. We have the following possibilities:
‚ If νpfq “ 0, then lim
tÑ0
pt νqpfq “ lim
tÑ8
pt νqpfq “ 0.
‚ If νpfq P p0,8q, then lim
tÑ0
pt νqpfq “ 0 and lim
tÑ8
pt νqpfq “ 8.
‚ If νpfq “ 8, then lim
tÑ0
pt νqpfq “ lim
tÑ8
pt νqpfq “ 8.
The conclusion follows readily from this. 
Let us return to our germ S. In fact, the semivaluations IA, ordA associated to the branches
A on S may be characterized, up to scalar multiplication, as the only ones whose orbits do not
connect trivS to trivO:
Proposition 6.11. Let ν P V. If the orbit of ν is not constant and does not go from trivS to
trivO, then ν is proportional either to IA (if lim
λÑ0
pλ νq “ trivA) or to ordA (if lim
λÑ8
pλ νq “ trivA),
where A denotes a branch on S.
Proof. This comes from the fact that any irreducible subgerm of S which is distinct from O and
S is necessarily a branch A, and that:
– a semivaluation whose center is A is proportional to ordA;
– a semivaluation whose support is A is proportional to IA. 
The other types of semivaluations described in Definition 6.3 do not cover all of V. One may
find concrete descriptions of the remaining possibilities in [8, Sect.1.5].
The previous considerations show that the quotient of V under the given action (that is,
the space of orbits endowed with the quotient topology), is highly non-Hausdorff, because the
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closure of any point would contain either the image of trivS or of trivO. A way to avoid this is to
remove those two trivial semivaluations before doing the quotient. This does still not produce
a Hausdorff quotient, because there exist sequences of orbits converging to the union of trivA
and of the orbits of IA and of ordA. But this is the only phenomenon which makes the space
non-Hausdorff, and if one quotients more, by identifying those three orbits for each branch A,
one gets a Hausdorff space:
Definition 6.12. The projective semivaluation space PpVq of O or of the germ S is the
biggest Hausdorff quotient of V˚ :“ V z ttrivS, trivOu under the previous action of pR˚`, ¨q. Let:
(6.13) π : V˚ Ñ PpVq
be the associated continuous quotient map. We say that an element of PpVq is a projective
semivaluation of O.
The central Theorem 3.14 of [8] implies that:
Theorem 6.14. PpVq is a compact R-tree endowed with its weak topology.
In Section 2 we have not defined R-trees directly as topological spaces, but as equivalence
classes of special partial orders on a set, endowed with a canonically defined “weak” topology.
In fact, Favre and Jonsson recognize the structure of R-tree of PpVq in the same way, by defining
first special partial orders on it. Those partial orders are not defined directly on PpVq, but on
sections of the projection π. Those sections are introduced using normalization rules relative
either to O or to a smooth branch L through O:
Definition 6.15. A semivaluation ν P V is normalized relative to O if νpMq “ 1. Denote
by VO Ă V the subspace of semivaluations normalized relative to O. If ν P V z ttriv
Ou is
centered at O, we denote by νO P VO the unique semivaluation normalized relative to O which
is proportional to ν.
Analogously, if L is an arbitrary smooth branch, we define the subspace VL Ă V of semivalu-
ations normalized relative to L by the condition νpLq “ 1, and if ν P V is not supported by
L, we denote by νL the unique semivaluation in VL which is proportional to ν.
Notice that we have the following concrete descriptions of the normalizations of a given
semivaluation ν:
(6.16) νO “
ν
νpMq
, νL “
ν
νpLq
.
Both subspaces VO and VL are closed inside V, therefore compact, as V is compact. On each
one of them, one restricts the following partial order on V:
(6.17) ν1 ĺ ν2 ô ν1pfq ď ν2pfq for any f P O.
Consider also the restrictions to them of the projection π:
(6.18) πO : VO Ñ PpVq, πL : VL Ñ PpVq.
What Favre and Jonsson prove in fact is:
Theorem 6.19. Endowed with the restrictions of the previous partial orders, both VO and VL
are compact rooted R-trees, their roots being IO and ordL respectively. The maps πO and πL are
both homeomorphisms, which induce the same structure of (non-rooted) R-tree on PpVq. The
composed homeomorphism π´1L ˝ πO : VO Ñ VL sends I
L to ordL.
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Let us denote by ĺO the partial order on PpVq induced from that of VO and by ĺL the one
induced by that of VL. Those notations are motivated by the fact that they are the orders
induced by the choice of the root at πpIOq and πpordLq respectively.
Favre and Jonsson prove in [8] that the multiplicity valuations give by projectivization interior
points of PpVq and that those points are dense inside any finite subtree. They may be charac-
terized as being precisely the ramification points of the tree PpVq. By contrast, the intersection
semivaluations are end points. They are not the only ends, but they cannot be characterized
purely in terms of the poset or topological structure of the tree PpVq. One needs a supplementary
structure on it, a multiplicity function. It is one member of a triple of fundamental increasing
functions defined on pPpVq,ĺOq. The next section is dedicated to them.
7. Multiplicities, log-discrepancies and self-interactions
Either the point O or any smooth branch L may be seen as an observer of the projective
semivaluation space PpVq. Namely, to each one of them is associated a coordinate system,
which is a triple of functions defined on PpVq, the multiplicity, the log-discrepancy and the self-
interaction relative to that observer. We introduce those functions in Definitions 7.4 and 7.10.
In Proposition 7.14 we explain how to express each one of them in terms of the two other ones.
Our presentation is a variation on those of Favre and Jonsson [8, Sections 3.3.1, 3.4, 3.6] and of
Jonsson [18, Section 7]).
If Ei is a prime divisor over O P S, recall that ord
Ei denotes the associated vanishing order
valuation. For such a divisor, consider an arbitrary model ψ : pΣ, Eq Ñ pS,Oq containing it.
We will denote by pD ¨D1qΣ the intersection number of two divisors on Σ without common non-
compact branches. Let Eˇi be the dual divisor in this model, that is, the only divisor supported
by E such that pEˇi ¨EjqΣ “ δi,j for all the components Ej of E.
Definition 7.1. The log-discrepancy lpordEiq and the self-interaction spordEiq of the val-
uation ordEi are the positive integers defined by:
‚ lpordEiq :“ 1` ordEipψ˚ωq, where ω is a non-vanishing holomorphic 2-form on S in the
neighborhood of O.
‚ spordEiq :“ ´pEˇi ¨ EˇiqΣ ě 1.
The previous definition is independent of the chosen model. This is clear for the log-
discrepancy, but is a theorem for pEˇi ¨ EˇiqΣ. This is the main reason of the importance of
the dual divisors Eˇi in birational geometry over S. Indeed, the self-intersections pEi ¨ EiqΣ are
not invariant under blow-ups of points of Ei.
Remark 7.2. We have chosen the letter “l” as the initial of “log-discrepancy” and the letter
“s” as initial of “self-interaction”. We think about a self-intersection number as a measure of
interaction of an object with itself. See also Proposition 7.7 for another interpretation of this
measure of self-interaction. In [8], l is called “thinness” and is denoted “A”, while s is called
“skewness” and is denoted “α”. In [18], those names are not used any more, but the notations
“A” and “α” remain, “α” being used with an opposite sign convention with respect to [8].
Recall that the notation V˚ was introduced in Definition 6.12:
Proposition 7.3. There exist unique functions l, s : V˚ Ñ p0,8s such that:
(1) In restriction to the valuations ordEi, one gets the functions introduced in Definition 7.1.
(2) They are continuous in restriction to any subset of the form π´1pT q, where π is the
quotient map (6.13) and T is a finite subtree of PpVq.
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(3) l is homogeneous of degree 1 and s is homogeneous of degree 2 relative to the action of
pR˚`, ¨q.
Definition 7.4. If ν P V˚, then lpνq is called the log-discrepancy of ν and spνq is called its
self-interaction.
The self-interaction function may be seen as the quadratic function associated to the p1, 1q-
bihomogeneous function described by the following proposition, similar to Proposition 7.3:
Proposition 7.5. There exists a unique function x¨, ¨y : V˚ ˆ V˚ Ñ p0,8s such that:
(1) xordEi , ordEj y “ ´pEˇi ¨ EˇjqΣ for any model ψ : pΣ, Eq Ñ pS,Oq containing both Ei and
Ej.
(2) It is continuous in restriction to any subset of the form π´1pT q ˆ π´1pT q, where T is a
finite subtree of PpVq.
(3) It is bihomogeneous of degree p1, 1q relative to the action of pR˚`, ¨q on both entries.
The following terminology is taken from [14, Definition 1.6]:
Definition 7.6. If ν1, ν2 P V
˚, we say that xν1, ν2y P R is the bracket of ν1 and ν2.
The bracket is obviously symmetric, and spνq “ xν, νy for any ν P V˚. The following proposi-
tion gives an alternative description of it for divisorial valuations:
Proposition 7.7. Let Ei and Ej be two prime divisors over O, which are not necessarily distinct
and let ψ : pΣ, Eq Ñ pS,Oq be a model containing both of them. Consider curvette Ki and Kj
for Ei and Ej respectively in this model, that is, germs of smooth curves transversal to E at
points of the corresponding irreducible components of it. If Ei “ Ej , we assume that the two
curvette do not pass through the same point of Ei. Let Ci and Cj be their projections on S by
the morphism ψ. Then we have:
xordEi , ordEjy “ pCi ¨ Cjq.
Proof. As the intersection number of a compact divisor on a smooth surface with a principal
one is 0, we have:
pEk ¨ ψ
˚DqΣ “ 0
for any component Ek of E and for any effective divisor D on S. Let us apply this fact to
D “ Ci. Denote by E˜i the exceptional part of the divisor ψ
˚Ci. We get:
0 “ pEk ¨ ψ
˚CiqΣ “ pEk ¨ pE˜i `KiqqΣ “ pEk ¨ E˜iqΣ ` δk,i.
This equality being valid for all the components Ek of E, we see that E˜i “ ´Eˇi. In particular:
pKi ¨ F qΣ “ pEˇi ¨ F qΣ
for any divisor F on Σ supported by E. Therefore:
pCi ¨ Cjq “ pψ
˚Ci ¨ ψ
˚CjqΣ “ pKi ¨ ψ
˚CjqΣ “ pKi ¨ p´Eˇj `KjqqΣ “
“ ´pKi ¨ EˇjqΣ “ ´pEˇi ¨ EˇjqΣ “ pord
Ei ¨ ordEjq.

There is also an alternative description in the case when one of the semivaluations is the
intersection semivaluation of a branch or the multiplicity valuation at O:
Proposition 7.8. Let A be a branch on S and ν P V˚. Then:
xν, IAy “ νpAq.
In particular, if A,B are distinct branches at O, one gets xIA, IBy “ pA ¨Bq. Analogously:
xν, IOy “ νpMq.
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The log-discrepancy l and the self-interaction s are functions defined on V˚. One may push
them down to PpVq using images of sections of the quotient map π : V˚ Ñ PpVq. As mentioned
in Theorem 6.19, the maps πO : VO Ñ PpVq and πL : VL Ñ PpVq are homeomorphisms (where
L denotes an arbitrary smooth branch), which shows that VO and VL are such images. This
motivates the following definition:
Definition 7.9. The functions lO, sO : PpVq Ñ r0,8s and x¨, ¨yO : PpVq ˆ PpVq Ñ p0,8s are
defined by:
lO :“ l ˝ π
´1
O , sO :“ s ˝ π
´1
O , x¨, ¨yO :“ xπ
´1
O p¨q, π
´1
O p¨qy.
That is, they are the push-forwards of the functions l, s, x¨, ¨y by the homeomorphism πO. They
are called the log-discrepancy relative to O, the self-interaction relative to O and the
bracket relative to O. One defines analogously three functions lL, sL, x¨, ¨yL relative to L.
We will work also with a third kind of functions on PpVq relative to O or to a smooth branch
L, this time taking values in N˚ Y8:
Definition 7.10. Let R denote either O or a smooth branch L. The multiplicity relative to
R is the function denoted mR : PpVq Ñ N
˚ Y t8u and defined by:
(7.11) mRpP q :“ mintxI
R, Cy | P ĺR Cu.
Here ĺR is the partial order relation defined on the tree PpVq by choosing the root at πpI
Rq and
C denotes a branch on S.
We think of the irreducible subvariety O or L of S as an observer of the topological space
PpVq, carrying with itself a coordinate system. In order to simplify notations, we will denote in
the same way the corresponding point πpIRq of PpVq. That is:
Definition 7.12. An observer of the projective semivaluation tree PpVq is either the point O
or a smooth branch L. The set of observers is considered embedded inside PpVq through the
map RÑ πpIRq, which will allow us to write simply R instead of πpIRq. The triple plR, sR,mRq
is the coordinate system on the space PpVq determined by the observer R.
We list the essential properties of the coordinate system associated to any observer in the
following three propositions (see [8, Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, 3.9]):
Proposition 7.13. Let R be an observer of PpVq. Consider the tree PpVq as a poset with the
order relation ĺR. Then the following functions are increasing, surjective and continuous on
finite subtrees:
‚ lR : PpVq Ñ rlRpRq,8s, where lOpOq “ 2 and lRpRq “ 1.
‚ sR : PpVq Ñ r0,8s.
The multiplicity function mR : PpVq Ñ N
˚ Y t8u is increasing, surjective and lower semi-
continuous when N˚Yt8u is endowed with the divisibility order relation (in which, by definition,
any positive integer divides 8).
Proposition 7.14. One has the following differential relation for P P PpVqztRu:
(7.15) mRpP q “ lim
P´ÑP,P´ăRP
lRpP q ´ lRpP´q
sRpP q ´ sRpP´q
.
That is, one has in integral form:
(7.16) lRpP q ´ lRpRq “
ż
rRP s
mRppq d sRppq,
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(7.17) sRpP q ´ sRpRq “
ż
rRP s
1
mRppq
d lRppq.
Remark 7.18. We could have written the relation (7.15) more concisely as:
(7.19) d lR “mR d sR.
We will write it sometimes in this way, even if this has, strictly speaking, no meaning in the
usual interpretation of differential geometry, as there is no differentiable structure on PpVq for
which lR and sR are both differentiable.
Proposition 7.20. (Generalized tripod formulae) Let R be an observer for PpVq and P,Q P
PpVq be arbitrary. Recall that xR,P,Qy denotes the center of the tripod determined by R,P,Q
in the tree PpVq (see Definition 2.13). Then:
(7.21) sRpxR,P,Qyq “ xP,QyR,
Equivalently:
(7.22) sRpxR,P,Qyq “
xνP , νQy
xIR, νP yxIR, νQy
,
where νP , νQ P V˚ are arbitrary semivaluations representing P and Q respectively.
Proposition 7.20 generalizes the tripod formula of Proposition 3.28. This is not obvious, as
that proposition dealt with contact complexities and the previous one deals with self-interactions.
In fact, both functions cL and sL coincide if one embeds naturally the Eggers-Wall tree ΘL in
the space VL of semivaluations normalized relative to L. This embedding is the subject of next
section, the coincidence of the two functions being part of the content of its Theorem 8.19.
8. The valuative embedding of the Eggers-Wall tree
In this section we explain the construction and some properties of a canonical embedding of
the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq into the projective semivaluation tree PpVq (see Definition 8.15 and
Theorem 8.19). Then we prove the result announced in the title of the paper (see Theorem
8.24).
As usual, px, yq is a coordinate system such that Zpxq “ L. If ξ P Crrx1{Nss and α P p0,8s,
consider the set of Newton-Puiseux series which coincide with ξ up to the exponent α (but not
including α):
(8.1) NPxpξ, αq :“ tη P Crrx
1{Nss | νxpη ´ ξq ě αu.
Let ξ P Crrx1{Nss and α P p0,8s be fixed. Define the map
νξ,α : O Ñ r0,8s
by:
(8.2) νξ,αpfq :“ inftνxpfpx, ηqq | η P NPxpξ, αqu.
Define also the map νξ,0 : O Ñ r0,8s by:
(8.3) νξ,0 :“ ordL.
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Remark 8.4. The infimum in the definition (8.2) is not always a minimum. For instance, if
ξ “ x, α P p0, 1q is irrational and fpx, yq “ y, then νxpfpx, ηqq “ νxpηq may take any rational
value in the interval rα,8s when η varies in NPxpξ, αq “ tη P Crrx
1{Nss | νxpηq ą αu. In fact,
as an immediate consequence of Proposition 8.7 below, one may prove that the infimum is a
minimum precisely when α is rational.
Remark 8.5. If one sets ||η|| :“ e´νxpηq, one gets a multiplicative non-archimedean norm on the
C-algebra Crrx1{Nss. Then NPxpξ, αq is simply the closed ball of center ξ and radius e
´α in this
normed complex vector space. The definition of the function NPxpξ, αq parallels Berkovich’s
construction of semi-norms on the K-algebra KrXs, where K is any non-archimedean field,
associating to each element of KrXs its supremum on a given closed ball of K (see Berkovich
[4, Section 1.4.4] and Baker and Rumely [2, Page xvi]).
We will see in Proposition 8.12 that the map νξ,α is a semivaluation for any choice of ξ and
α. Let us understand first in terms of Eggers-Wall trees what is the value νξ,αpfq and for which
series η P NPxpξ, αq, the number νxpfpx, ηqq P r0,8s achieves it.
Notation 8.6. If η P Crrx1{Nss is a Newton-Puiseux series, we denote by Cη the branch defined
by the minimal polynomial of η in Crrxssrys. Recall from Definition 2.13 that xL,Cη, Zpfqy
denotes the center of the tripod generated by the ends L,Cη , Zpfq of the Eggers-Wall tree
ΘLpCη ` Zpfqq.
Lemma 8.7. Let f P O be irreducible and η P Crrx1{Nss. Then:
(8.8) νxpfpx, ηqq “
"
pL ¨ Zpfqq ¨ cLpxL,Cη , Zpfqyq if Zpfq ‰ L,
1 if Zpfq “ L.
Proof. The formula is clearly true when Zpfq “ L.
If Zpfq ‰ L, notice that pL¨Cηq “ iLpCηq, where iL denotes the index function on ΘLpCηq, and
Cη is viewed as the leaf of this Eggers-Wall tree. One has η “ η˜px
1{iLpCηqq, where η˜ptq P Crrtss.
Therefore:
νxpfpx, ηqq “
1
iLpCηq
¨ νtpfpt
iLpCηq, η˜ptqqq “
pZpfq ¨ Cηq
pL ¨ Cηq
“ pL ¨ Zpfqq ¨ cLpxL,Cη , Zpfqyq,
the last equality being a consequence of Theorem 3.25. The proof is finished in all cases.
Note that when Zpfq “ Cη, we have fpx, ηq “ 0 and xL,Cη, Zpfqy “ Cη, which shows that
both sides of the equality (8.8) are 8. 
Proposition 8.9. Let f P O be irreducible, ξ P Crrx1{Nss and α P r0,8s. Denote by P pαq P
ΘLpCξq the unique point with exponent α. Then:
(8.10) νξ,αpfq “
"
pL ¨ Zpfqq ¨ cLpmintP pαq, xL,Cξ , Zpfqyuq if Zpfq ‰ L,
1 if Zpfq “ L.
the minimum being taken with respect to the partial order ĺL on the tree ΘLpCξ ` Zpfqq.
Proof. If Zpfq “ L, then the equality results from the fact that νξ,αpxq “ 1 for all α P r0,8s.
We assume from now on that Zpfq ‰ L.
‚ Suppose first that α “ 0. Then, by definition, νξ,0 “ ordL. As we assumed that Zpfq ‰ L,
this implies that νξ,0pfq “ 0. But the right-hand side is also 0, because mintP p0q, xL,Cξ , Zpfqyu “
P p0q “ L, cLpLq “ 0, and pL ¨ Zpfqq ă `8.
‚ Suppose now that α ą 0. The condition η P NPxpξ, αq implies that the attaching point
πrL,CξspCηq “ xL,Cξ, Cηy of Cη in ΘLpCξq belongs to the segment rP pαq, Cξs. We will consider
two cases, according to the position of xL,Cξ, Zpfqy relative to P pαq.
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– Assume that xL,Cξ, Zpfqy ăL P pαq (see the tree on the left of Figure 14).
This implies the equality xL,Cη, Zpfqy “ xL,Cξ, Zpfqy for all η P NPxpξ, αq. We deduce the
assertion from Formula (8.8) since:
νξ,αpfq “ pL ¨ Zpfqq ¨ cLpxL,Cξ , Zpfqyq.
– Assume that xL,Cξ, Zpfqy ľL P pαq (see the tree on the right in Figure 14).
When η varies in NPxpξ, αq, the point xL,Cη, Zpfqy varies surjectively in the set of rational
points of the segment rP pαq, xL,Cξ , Zpfqys. Since those points are dense in this segment, we
deduce from Formula (8.8) that:
νξ,αpfq “ pL ¨ Zpfqq ¨ inftcLpP q | P P rP pαq, xL,Cξ , Zpfqys is rational u “
“ pL ¨ Zpfqq ¨ cLpP pαqq.
By combining the results of the two cases, we get the announced conclusion for α ą 0. 
L
Cξ
xL,Cξ, Zpfqy
Zpfq
P pαq
L
Cξ
xL,Cξ, Zpfqy
Zpfq
P pαq
Figure 14. One has to compare P pαq and xL,Cξ, Zpfqy
We need also the following lemma in order to prove in Proposition 8.12 that the map νξ,α is
a semi-valuation:
Lemma 8.11. Let us fix ξ P Crrx1{Nss and α P p0,8s. If η1, η2 P NPxpξ, αq and if f1, f2 P O,
then there exists η P NPxpξ, αq such that:
νxpfipx, ηqq ď νxpfipx, ηiqq, for i “ 1, 2.
Proof. Let us denote by Θ the Eggers-Wall tree of the reduced effective divisor whose branches
are Cξ, Cη1 , Cη2 , Zpf1q and Zpf2q. By definition, if ηi P NPxpξ, αq, then the point Pi “
xL,Cξ, Cηiy is ľL P pαq in the tree Θ for i “ 1, 2. The segment rP pαq,mintP1, P2us contains a
rational point P since its right hand extremity is rational. Let C be a branch whose attaching
point on the tree Θ is P . Since P ľL P pαq, there exists a Newton-Puiseux series η of C which
belongs to NPxpξ, αq. Let us check that η verifies the assertion.
If Zpfiq “ L for some i then the inequality of the statement trivially holds. Assume then
that fi is irreducible and Zpfiq ‰ L for i “ 1, 2. Set Qi “ xL,Cξ, Zpfiqy. We get from
the definition of the tree Θ that xL,Cηi , Zpfiqy “ mintPi, Qiu. Similarly, the attaching point
πrL,ZpfiqspCηq “ xL,Cη, Zpfiqy is equal to mintP,Qiu. By construction we obtain the inequality:
xL,Cη, Zpfiqy ĺL xL,Cηi , Zpfiqy.
In this case, the assertion follows from this and Formula (8.8), taking into account that the
function cL is increasing.
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In the general case, the previous argument, applied to the irreducible components fi,j of
fi “
ś
j fi,j, shows that:
νxpfi,jpx, ηqq ď νxpfi,jpx, ηiqq.
Since νx is a valuation we get:
νxpfipx, ηqq “
ÿ
j
νxpfi,jpx, ηqq ď
ÿ
j
νxpfi,jpx, ηiqq “ νxpfipx, ηiqq.

Proposition 8.12. The map νξ,α belongs to the set VL of semivaluations normalized relative to
L “ Zpxq.
Proof. If α “ 0, the statement is clear, because νξ,0 “ ordL.
Consider from now on the case α ą 0. Let us prove successively the three conditions (1), (2),
(3) of Definition 6.1.
‚ Proof of condition (1). Consider two functions f, g P O. As νx is a valuation of Crrx
1{Nss,
we have:
νxpfpx, ηq ¨ gpx, ηqq “ νxpfpx, ηqq ` νxpgpx, ηqq
for all η P NPxpξ, αq. But, by the definition of ν
ξ,α: νxpfpx, ηqq ě ν
ξ,αpfq and νxpgpx, ηqq ě
νξ,αpgq. This implies that: νxpfpx, ηq ¨ gpx, ηqq ě ν
ξ,αpfq ` νξ,αpgq. Passing to the infimum of
the left-hand-sides over η P NPxpξ, αq, we get the inequality:
νξ,αpf ¨ gq ě νξ,αpfq ` νξ,αpgq.
We want now to show that in fact this is an equality. We will prove this by showing that one
has always also the converse inequality:
(8.13) νξ,αpf ¨ gq ď νξ,αpfq ` νξ,αpgq.
Let us consider η1, η2 P NPxpξ, αq. By Lemma 8.11 there exists a series η P NPxpξ, αq such
that
νxpfpx, ηqq ď νxpfpx, η1qq,
νxpgpx, ηqq ď νxpgpx, η2qq.
By summing these inequalities, we get:
νxppf ¨ gqpx, ηqq ď νxpfpx, η1qq ` νxpgpx, η2qq.
Therefore:
νξ,αpf ¨ gq ď νxpfpx, η1qq ` νxpgpx, η2qq.
This being true for all η1, η2 P NPxpξ, αq, we may take the infimum over those choices, and get
the desired converse inequality (8.13).
‚ Proof of condition (2). Consider again two functions f, g P O. As νx is a valuation of
Crrx1{Nss, we have:
νxpfpx, ηq ` gpx, ηqq ě mintνxpfpx, ηqq, νxpgpx, ηqqu
for all η P NPxpξ, αq. This implies, as in the previous reasoning, that:
νxpfpx, ηq ` gpx, ηqq ě mintν
ξ,αpfq, νξ,αpgqu.
Passing to the infimum of the left-hand-sides over η P NPxpξ, αq, we get the desired inequality:
νξ,αpf ` gq ě mintνξ,αpfq, νξ,αpgqu.
‚ Proof of condition (3). This is immediate from the definition.
Finally notice that νξ,αpxq “ 1, thus the semivaluation νξ,α is normalized relative to L. 
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Remark 8.14. It is clear from the definition that if 0 ă α ă 8, then the semivaluation νξ,α
is actually a valuation centered at O in the sense of Definition 6.1. We know that νξ,0 “ ordL,
while by Proposition 8.9 one has νξ,8 “ I
Cξ
L (see Definition 6.6 and Formula (6.16)). This is
because NPxpξ,8q “ tξu and for any irreducible element f P O, we have:
νξ,8pfq “ νxpfpx, ξqq
p8.8q
“ pL ¨ Zpfqq cLpxL,Cξ, Zpfqyq
p3.26q
“
pCξ ¨ Zpfqq
pL ¨ Cξq
“ I
Cξ
L pfq.
Definition 8.15. Let C be a (possibly reducible) reduced germ of curve on S and L be a smooth
branch. We define the map:
(8.16)
VL : ΘLpCq Ñ VL
P Ñ V PL :“ ν
ξ,α
if P is the point of exponent α in the segment rL,Cξs of ΘLpCq, where Cξ is a component of C.
The map VL is well-defined, in the sense that it does not depend on the choice of a suitable
component Cξ. This results from the following proposition which allows to compute the values
taken by V PL on any branch (hence on any divisor, by the additivity property (1) in the Definition
6.1 of valuations):
Proposition 8.17. Let C be a reduced germ on S and A be any branch on S. Fix a smooth
reference branch L. If P P ΘLpCq, then:
V PL pAq “
"
pL ¨Aq ¨ cLpmintP, xL,P,Ayuq if A ‰ L,
1 if A “ L.
Proof. If A “ L, this results from Proposition 8.9.
Assume now that A ‰ L. Choose a branch Ci of C such that P P rL,Cis. Apply Proposition
8.9 to Cξ “ Ci and P pαq “ P . We get:
(8.18) V PL pAq “ pL ¨ Aq ¨ cLpmintP, xL,Ci, Ayuq.
Analysing both possibilities xL,Ci, Ay ăL P and xL,Ci, Ay ľL P (compare with Figure 14), we
see that:
mintP, xL,Ci, Ayu “ mintP, xL,P,Ayu
always holds. Formula (8.18) implies then the desired equality. 
We state now the embedding theorem of the Eggers-Wall tree in the R-tree of normalized
semivaluations:
Theorem 8.19. The map VL is an increasing embedding of rooted trees, which sends the root
L of ΘLpCq onto the root ord
L of VL and the end Ci of ΘLpCq onto the end I
Ci
L of VL for
each branch Ci of C. Under this embedding, the function 1 ` eL is identified with the relative
log-discrepancy lL, the denominator function iL with the relative multiplicity mL and the contact
complexity cL with the self-interaction sL.
Proof. We will prove successively the various statements of the theorem.
‚ The map VL is increasing. Consider two points P,Q P ΘLpCq, with P ăL Q. Therefore,
there exists a branch Ci of C such that P,Q P ΘLpCiq. In order to simplify the notations, let
us denote it simply by C.
Consider an arbitrary function f P O. By the definition of the order relation ĺL on VL, we
want to show that V PL pfq ď V
Q
L pfq. It is enough to prove this inequality when f is irreducible,
because it extends then to arbitrary f by the additivity property (1) in the Definition 6.1 of
semivaluations.
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Assume therefore that f is irreducible. Let A be the branch defined by it. By Proposition
8.17, the inequality is equivalent to cLpmintP, xL,P,Ayuq ď cLpmintQ, xL,Q,Ayuq. But this
is obvious, as P ĺL Q implies mintP, xL,P,Ayu ĺL mintQ, xL,Q,Ayu, and the function cL is
increasing.
‚ The map VL is injective. Let us consider two distinct points P,Q P ΘLpCq. We want
to show that there exists a branch A such that V PL pAq ‰ V
Q
L pAq. We will consider two cases,
according to the comparability or incomparability of P and Q for the partial order relation ĺL.
– Assume that P and Q are comparable for ĺL, say P ăL Q.
By restricting C to a suitable branch of it, we can suppose that C is irreducible and that
P,Q P ΘLpCq. Let T be a rational point of the open segment pP,Qq of ΘLpCq, and let A be a
branch on S whose attaching point xL,C,Ay in ΘLpCq is T (see Figure 15).
L
C
T “ xL,C,Ay
A
P
Q
Figure 15. The case when P and Q are comparable
We have then:
mintP, xL,P,Ayu “ P, mintQ, xL,Q,Ayu “ T.
As the function cL is strictly increasing on ΘLpCq and P ăL T , we deduce that cLpP q ă cLpT q.
By Proposition 8.17, we conclude that V PL pAq ă V
Q
L pAq.
– Assume that P and Q are incomparable for ĺL.
Denote I :“ P ^L Q “ xL,P,Qy. We have the strict inequalities I ăL P , I ăL Q. Choose a
rational point T P pI,Qq. Therefore there exists a branch A on S such that its attaching point
in ΘLpCq is the point T (see Figure 16).
We deduce that:
mintP, xL,P,Ayu “ mintP, Iu “ I, and mintQ, xL,Q,Ayu “ mintQ,T u “ T.
As the function cL is strictly increasing on ΘLpCq and I ăL T , we deduce that cLpIq ă cLpT q.
By Proposition 8.17, we conclude that V PL pAq ă V
Q
L pAq.
‚ The map VL is continuous. It is enough to prove that VL is continuous when C is a branch.
By the definition of the weak topology on the semivaluation space V, this amounts to proving
the continuity of the following map:"
ΘLpCq Ñ r0,8s
P Ñ V PL pAq
for any fixed branch A. But this is an immediate consequence of Proposition 8.17.
‚ The map VL sends L to ord
L and Ci to I
Ci
L . This follows from Remark 8.14.
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L
T
I
AP Q
Figure 16. The case when P and Q are incomparable
‚ The map VL identifies cL with sL. We will prove this in restriction to the rational points
of ΘLpCq. Such a point is the center xL,Ci, Ay of a tripod, where Ci is a branch of C and A is
a certain branch on S. We may assume as before that C is irreducible (therefore Ci “ C), and
that we look at the point xL,C,Ay. Then the fact that VL is continuous, injective and increasing
implies that V
xL,C,Ay
L “ xord
L, ICL , I
A
L y.
By Theorem 3.25, we have:
cLpxL,C,Ayq “
pC ¨Aq
pL ¨ CqpL ¨Aq
.
By Theorem 7.20, we also have:
sLpxord
L, ICL , I
A
L qyq “
xIC , IAy
xordL, ICyxordL, IAy
.
Proposition 7.8 shows then that the right-hand sides of the two previous equalities coincide.
As the statement is true for the rational points, which are dense in ΘLpCq, and both cL and
sL are continuous, we deduce that the statement is true for all points.
‚ The map VL identifies iL with mL. We reason analogously, by first proving the statement
for rational points of ΘLpCq. Let P be such a point. We may choose a branch A such that P P
ΘLpAq and iLpP q “ iLpAq “ xI
L, Ay. Moreover, in this case xIL, Ay “ mintxIL, A1y | P ĺL A
1u.
By definition, this last minimum is mLpV
P
L q. The conclusion follows.
‚ The map VL identifies 1` eL with lL. As a direct consequence of the differential relations
dlL “ mL dsL and deL “ iL dcL, we see that there exists a constant a P R such that eL ` a is
sent to lL by the map VL. As eLpLq “ 0 and lLpord
Lq “ 1, we deduce that a “ 1. 
Remark 8.20. As it was the case with the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq itself, the map VL depends
only on C and on the smooth branch L defined by x. Namely, V PL is the unique semivaluation
of the segment rordL, ICL s Ă VL whose self-interaction is equal to cLpP q.
Remark 8.21. A variant of the map VL was already defined by Favre and Jonsson in [8, Prop.
D1, page 223]. They started from a generic Eggers-Wall tree and a generic version of the
exponent function. They associated to any point of it of exponent e, situated on the segment
rO,Cis, the unique point of the segment rI
O, ICiO s with log-discrepancy 1` e relative to O. They
did not give another interpretation of that map, for instance analogous to our definition (8.2).
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The following lemma proves that if ν and ν 1 are two different semivaluations in VL, then
there exists a branch A such that the attaching points of ν and ν 1 on the segment rordL, IAL s are
different.
Lemma 8.22.
(1) Let ν and ν 1 be two different semivaluations in VL. Then, there exists a branch A such
that νpAq ‰ ν 1pAq.
(2) If A is such a branch, denote by P “ xordL, IAL , νy the center of the tripod determined
by the normalized semivaluations ordL, IAL and ν on the tree VL, and denote similarly
P 1 “ xordL, IAL , ν
1y. Then, we have that P ‰ P 1.
Proof. Assume that νpAq “ ν 1pAq for any branch A. Then, if h P O, we have that h “
ś
j hj
with hj irreducible. By hypothesis the semivaluations ν and ν
1 have the same value on the
branch Aj “ Zphjq. It follows that νphq “
ř
j νpAjq “ ν
1phq. This proves the first statement.
By the tripod formula (7.22) we get the relations:
(8.23) sLpP q “
xν, IAy
xIL, νy xIL, IAy
and sLpP
1q “
xν 1, IAy
xIL, νy xIL, IAy
.
By Proposition 7.8, we have that:
xν, ILy “ νpLq, xν 1, ILy “ ν 1pLq,
xν, IAy “ νpAq, xν 1, IAy “ ν 1pAq,
and xIL, IAy “ pL ¨ Aq. In addition, νpLq “ ν 1pLq “ 1 since ν and ν 1 belong to VL. It follows
that L ‰ A hence pL ¨Aq P N˚. Since νpAq ‰ ν 1pAq it follows from (8.23) that sLpP q ‰ sLpP
1q.
Since the restriction to sL to the segment rord
L, IAL s is strictly increasing and P,P
1 belongs to
this segment it follows that P ‰ P 1, which proves the second statement. 
We prove now that the semivaluation space VL is the projective limit of the Eggers-Wall trees
ΘLpCq of reduced plane curves, embedded by the map VL.
Theorem 8.24. Let us denote by B the set of branches at O on the smooth surface S and by J
the set consisting of finite subsets of B. For any j P J , we denote by Cj the reduced plane curve
singularity whose branches are the elements of the set j. Denote by VL,j the subtree VLpΘLpCjqq
of VL. The collection pVL,jqjPJ forms a projective system for the inclusion partial order. If
VL,j Ă VL,l, we denote by π
l
L,j : VL,l Ñ VL,j the corresponding attaching map. Then:
(1) The maps πlL,j form a projective system of continuous maps.
(2) The attaching maps πL,j : VL Ñ VL,j glue into a homeomorphism πL : VL Ñ lim
ÐÝ
VL,j.
Proof. The collection pVL,jqjPJ form a projective system for the inclusion partial order, since for
any j, k P J there exists l “ j Y k P J such that VL,j Ă VL,l and VL,k Ă VL,l.
Notice that if VL,j Ă VL,l, we can understand the attaching map π
l
L,j : VL,l Ñ VL,j by using
the embedding VL, since for any P P ΘLpClq we have
πlL,jpVLpP qq “ VLpπΘLpCjqpP qq,
where πΘLpCjq : ΘLpClq Ñ ΘLpCjq, is the surjective attaching map of Definition 2.11 (whose
image is ΘLpCjq Ă ΘLpClq). This implies that the maps π
l
L,j form a projective system of
continuous maps.
Now we apply Theorem 2.14 in this setting:
– The only hypothesis we need to check is point (4) in Theorem 2.14. This hypothesis hold
by Lemma 8.22.
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– Recall that the semivaluation space VL is compact. Therefore, Theorem 2.14, applied to
the projective system πlL,j, implies that the map πL : VL Ñ limÐÝ
VL,j is a homeomorphism. 
In order to be able to compare the points of Eggers-Wall trees of various curves relative to
various smooth branches considered as their roots, we embed them also in the fixed projective
semivaluation tree PpVq, instead of doing it in the varying trees VL:
Definition 8.25. The valuative embedding of the Eggers-Wall tree ΘLpCq is the map
ΨL :“ πL ˝ VL : ΘLpCq Ñ PpVq.
9. Change of observer on the semivaluation space
It is important to know how to change coordinates when one changes the observer. The
aim of this section is to prove formulae expressing the functions plR1 ,mR1 , sR1q in terms of the
functions plR,mR, sRq, whenever R and R
1 are two distinct observers of the valuative tree PpVq.
Combined with the embedding theorem 8.19, these formulae of changes of coordinates are the
main ingredients of the proof of the generalized inversion theorem 4.5.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Definition 7.9:
Proposition 9.1. Let R,R1 be two observers of PpVq. Then one has the following formulae of
change of coordinates from R to R1:
(9.2) lR1 “ γ
R
R1 ¨ lR,
(9.3) sR1 “ pγ
R
R1q
2 ¨ sR,
where:
(9.4) γRR1pP q “
xνP , IRy
xνP , IR1y
for any projective semivaluation P P PpVq. Here νP P V is an arbitrary semivaluation repre-
senting P .
Remark 9.5. Seen as functions on PpVq, one has γRR1 ¨ γ
R1
R “ 1.
The function γRR1 is expressed in the following way in terms of the relative interaction and
self-interaction functions:
Proposition 9.6. Assume that R,R1 are distinct observers on PpVq. Then:
γRR1pP q “ pxI
R, IR
1
y ¨ sRpxR,R
1, P yqq´1 for any P P PpVq.
In particular, if R and R1 are transversal smooth branches, we have:
γRR1pP q “ sRpxR,R
1, P yq´1 “ plRpxR,R
1, P yq ´ 1q´1 for any P P PpVq.
Proof. The first equality is an immediate consequence of the tripod formula (7.22). The last
equality is a consequence of formula (7.17) and of the fact that mR is identically equal to 1 on
the segment rL,L1s Ă PpVq, when R and R1 are transversal smooth branches. This last fact is
a consequence of the Definition 7.10 of the relative multiplicity function. 
There is also a formula of change of coordinates for the relative multiplicity functions:
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Proposition 9.7. Let R,R1 be two distinct observers on PpVq. Then (see Figure 17):
(9.8) mR1 “
$&
%
1 on rR1, xR,R1, Oys,
xIR, IR
1
y on pxR,R1, Oy, Rs,
γR
1
R ¨mR on PpVq z rR
1, Rs.
R R1
xL,L1, Oy
O
1xIR, IR
1
y
Figure 17. Some values of mR1
Proof. We prove the formulae when both observers are smooth branches R “ L,R1 “ L1, leaving
to the reader the analogous reasoning in the remaining case when one of the observers is the
point O. We will consider successively the three possibilities listed in the previous formula for
the position of the point P P PpVq relative to the tripod determined by O,L,L1.
‚ Assume that P P rL1, xL,L1, Oys. Consider a third smooth branch M , transversal to L1 (see
Figure 18). Then O P rL1,M s and mL1 is constantly equal to 1 on rL
1,M s. As rL1, xL,L1, Oys Ă
rL1, Os, we deduce the desired relation mL1pP q “ 1.
L L1
xL,L1, Oy
O
P
M
Figure 18. The case P P rL1, xL,L1, Oys
‚ Assume that P P pxL,L1, Oy, Ls. Apply then formula (7.15) to mL1pP q:
(9.9) mL1pP q “ lim
P´ÑP, P´ăL1P
lL1pP q ´ lL1pP´q
sL1pP q ´ sL1pP´q
.
In order to compute the limit (9.9) we can assume that P´ P pxL,L
1, Oy, Ls. Take then
an auxiliary point Q P pxL,L1, Oy, Ls (see Figure 19). Our choice implies that xO,L1, Qy “
xL,L1, Oy.
L L1
xL,L1, Oy
O
P
P´
Q
Figure 19. The case P P pxL,L1, Oy, Ls
By Proposition 9.6 and the tripod formula (7.22) we deduce that:
(9.10) γOL1pQq “ pxI
O, IL
1
y ¨ sOpxO,L
1, Qyqq´1 “ sOpxL,L
1, Oyq´1 “ pL ¨ L1q´1.
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We pass now from the observer L1 to O. That is, we apply the formulae (9.2) and (9.3) to (9.9),
with R1 “ L1 and R “ O.
By (9.10) the value of γOL1 is constant on the segment pxL,L
1, Oy, Ls and we may factor it
when computing the limit in (9.9). We get:
(9.11) mL1pP q “ pL ¨ L
1q lim
P´ÑP, P´ăL1P
lOpP q ´ lOpP´q
sOpP q ´ sOpP´q
.
Since P´ P pxL,L
1, Oy, Ls, we have that P´ ăL1 P is equivalent to P´ ăO P . Therefore, the limit
(9.11) is equal to mOpP q. Notice that mO is constantly equal to 1 on rO,Ls Ą pxL,L
1, Oy, P q,
thus mOpP q “ 1. By Proposition 7.8, we get the desired equality mL1pP q “ pL ¨L
1q “ xIL, IL
1
y.
‚ Assume that P P PpVq z rL,L1s. Here the reasoning is analogous to the one done in the
previous case, but instead of changing coordinates by replacing the observer L1 with O, one
replaces it with L. The main point is that one may compute the limit (9.9) by restricting the
points P´ to the segment pxL,L
1, P y, P q. This implies that xL,L1, P´y “ xL,L
1, P y (see Figure
20).
L L1
xL,L1, P y
P
P´
Figure 20. The case P P PpVqzrLL1s
In particular, by Proposition 9.6, we get that γLL1pP´q “ γ
L
L1pP q. Therefore one may factor
γLL1pP q in the numerator and pγ
L
L1pP qq
2 in the denominator of the fraction in formula (9.9),
which implies by Remark 9.5 that:
mL1pP q “ γ
L1
L pP q ¨ lim
P´ÑP,P´ăL1P
lLpP q ´ lLpP´q
sLpP q ´ sLpP´q
.
But one has also the inequality P´ ăL P , as P´ P pxL,L
1, P y, P q. By (7.15), this implies that
the last limit is equal to mLpP q. We get the desired relation mL1pP q “ γ
L1
L pP q ¨mLpP q. 
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